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Abstract
The dynamic operational nature of naval power and propulsion requires Ship Design and Program
Managers to design and select prime movers using a much more complex speed profile rather than
typical of commercial vessels. The inherently reduces the overall efficiency of the plant as operated
in comparison to its potential. The fuel consumption of prime movers is a multi-variable function
of power demand and rotational speed. Mechanically coupled power and propulsion arrangements
constrain this two degree of freedom relationship by removing the independence of the speed
parameter. Fixed frequency power generation requires a constant prime mover speed that has a
narrow power band for optimal fuel consumption. Likewise, geared propulsion arrangements
restrict the prime mover's speed to a dependence on the combined propulsor thrust-hull resistance
performance which generally follows a cubic function. Optimal fuel consumption, however,
involves matching the load's efficiency performance to that of the prime mover. This requires the
rotational speed of the prime mover to be an independent variable with the freedom to adjust to
the lowest specific fuel consumption for the demanded power. Variable frequency drive (VFD)
concepts offer relief of this constraint but at a cost in the form of increased power conversion and
control support system footprints. The ever increasing and complex demands for electrical power
3

increases the motivation and interest in innovative technologies that improving current design
concepts. Incorporating doubly fed electric machines (DFEM) into the power and propulsion
design architecture enables the efficiency results of a VFD system but with a smaller conversion
and control support footprint. The Navy has invested resources into research and development of
several electric power and propulsion technologies enabling deployment of VFD systems on a
handful of ship classes. The wind power generation industry has matured many aspects of DFEM
technology. Leveraging this experience into naval engineering applications could help facilitate
additional platform types and sizes to benefit from the operational advantages of integrated
electrical architectures. Applying DFEM concepts to naval engineering requires a horizontal
transfer of the body of knowledge. Researchers in the field of DFEM technology need to gain a
better understanding of the intricacies of integrating a marine vessel's engineering plant with the
vessel's designed purpose. New methods of analysis tailored specifically to marine power and
propulsion require development for the technology to be properly assessed. This study outlines
the various issues challenging ship designers and explains the manner in which DFEM research
can be continued in naval engineering. Finally a method of examining a prime mover's fuel
consumption is developed to provide a three-dimensional "fuel map" surface relationship of
power-to-speed-to-fuel consumption. This thesis will serve as a building block supporting further
DFEM power and propulsion concept analysis.

Thesis Supervisor: James L. Kirtley
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering, MIT
Thesis Reader: Weston Gray
Title: Associate Professor of Practice for Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering, MIT
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
Applications for variable speed electric machine are emerging throughout the world as research
and industry leaders recognize the performance efficiency they provide. The International Energy
Agency references energy savings estimates in many cases approaching 75% for industrial sized
motors that use variable frequency drive (VFD) technology. Almost half of the world's electrical
consumption is attributed to electrical motors. This amounts to more than 7,100 TWh of electrical
power per year, the equivalent to 811,000 MW of full-duty cycle motors in operation. Less than
one-tenth of one percent are of a size category (<375 kW) comparable to the large electrical
machines typical of marine power and propulsion applications. This tiny fraction, however,
accounts for a quarter of all motor power and more than 10% of the world's electrical demand [1].
A clear demand opportunity exists for innovation and investment in variable speed electric
machines research and development.
Introducing variable speed electrical machines to power and propulsion applications opens
opportunity to significant improvements in overall fuel efficiency. Mechanically decoupling a
prime mover (e.g., fossil fuel engine) from its functional output (e.g., propeller shaft) frees up the
two machines to be operated along their own power efficiency bands.
Traditional variable speed electrical machines require power conversion of the machine's
input or output (or both) through power electronic components in order to integrate with the
connected grid it is supplying or being supplied from. Power conversion equipment must be rated
to handle the entire electrical capacity of the machine. The size and weight of this equipment is in
direct proportion to its design rating.
Doubly Fed Electric Machine (DFEM) technology has been firmly established as a leading
solution in wind power generation applications. The increasing trend of off-shore wind power
generation has resulted in increased reliability of DFEM machines in the austere conditions of the
marine environment. What has made the technology so attractive is its exceptional compatibility
13

with variable speed prime movers - specifically in the space and weight reduction of conversion
and control equipment. The fundamental concept behind DFEM theory requires that the power
conversion and control equipment be rated to only a fraction of amount required in traditional
fully-rated designs.
DFEM maturity has reached a point where many examples of the concept are rapidly
emerging in other power industry applications. The unique features of these machines make them
very suitable to naval engineering applications. Ship Design and Program Managers must
constantly wrestle with a variety of competing demands during design development and
procurement. The root goal of warship procurement is to meet exacting performance requirements
based on still more competing demands set by strategic leadership. The friction this often creates
necessitates compromise in the final integration taken to sea.
The effects of these compromises carry over well past construction and delivery. The
resulting in-service performance and life cycle maintainability of these fleet assets is decidedly
constrained by the early-stage compromises. This challenges operational leadership who hold the
responsibility for life cycle management at the both the command and fleet level. The design and
development compromises made during procurement often force even more compromises to be
balanced but now with a much less flexible trade space. Figure I illustrates just how pivotal
"drawing board" compromises can be.
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Figure 1: Expended Life-Cycle Cost and Locked-In Cost ("Design Effectiveness and DMSMS" 2013)
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Concepts to reduce in fuel consumption over currently fielded technologies are a staple of
ongoing research investment by the US Navy. This fact can be seen in the rapidly expanding suite
of electric ship programs and innovations. DFEM technology enables provides the operating
advantages of variable speed electric machines with a reduction in space and weight requirements
over traditional technology.
The US Navy currently has no appreciable investment in DFEM concepts or active
investigation into their development. Viable inclusion of the technology into ship design trade
space will enable acquisition leadership to leverage more success into the US Navy's acquisitions.
The genesis of this thesis was to explore the technological advantages of DFEM concepts
within the context of shipboard power plants. To better guide this exploratory search a short treatise
on some aspects and challenges in naval engineering was presented to provide context'. A better
understanding of the bodies of knowledge at play and scope of research is necessary to support
future academic research investigating the viability of DFEM technology in marine power and
propulsion (MPP) systems.

1.2 Motivation
The US Navy is on a high-speed on-ramp towards wide application of advanced power
technologies in naval engineering applications. This journey has already witnessed significant
investment and deployment of high-power electrical systems. Initial deliveries have begun for

1Exploratory search is a specialization of information exploration which represents the activities
carried out by researchers that covers a broader class of activities than typical information retrieval,
such as investigating, evaluating, comparing, and synthesizing, where new information is sought
in a defined conceptual area; exploratory data analysis is another example of an information
exploration activity. Typically, therefore, such users generally combine querying and browsing
strategies to foster learning and investigation.
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2
several major warship acquisition programs of the "Next Navy" . Many are already showcasing

advanced systems and capabilities with commensurately advanced electrical power generation
capacities and functionality. Further advances beyond these systems will soon result in nonpropulsion electrical demand becoming as large., if not larger, than propulsion power demands
Figure 2 illustrates the historical march of shipboard electrical capacities and predicted future
demand starting with the first electrical installation aboard a naval warship [2].
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Figure 2: Historical Growth of Shipboard ElectricalLoads [2]

In 2007, the Navy codified a strategic roadmap for naval electrical power development.
Illustrated in Figure 3 below, the Next Generation Integrated Power Systems (NGIPS) Technology
Development Roadmap (TDR) is the direct result of a Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) direction
to stand-up a guidance and oversight cohort of senior level technical leadership. The resulting
formation of the Electric Ship Office (ESO), PMS 320, created a central entity governing electric

2 Next

Navy encompasses ships programs of record in design or construction (e.g., DDG 51 FLT Ill, LCS/FF FLT 1.

Ohio-class Replacement)
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power systems development for the US Navy. The TDR was drafted to guide resource investment
to better address the Next Navy's power and propulsion challenges. The TDR mentors the
enterprise towards better understanding of the delta between the state-of-practice in the Navy and
various state-of-the-art technologies. Already on its third edition (2007. 2013, 2015). the strategy
document is now known as the Navy Power and Energy Systems (NPES) TDR with a broader
charter to address even more fleet energy issues. As the Navy's understanding of relevant issues
develops, so too will the guidance the TDR provides.
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Figure 3: NGIPS Technology Development Roadmap [3]

Periodic reassessment and refinement of the TDR's guidance has enabled healthier
navigation through a sort Golden Age in marine electric power and propulsion. Through this living
blueprint, the efforts of PMS 320 have become even more forward leaning in its investment and
development ventures. These efforts will be critical to the yet to be conceptualized "Navy After
.

3
Next" (NaN) set to begin development in the coming decade

' Navy After Next encompasses future fleet assets not yet the subject of a Program Objective Memorandum (POM)
covering the 5-year Future Year Defense Program (FYDP). This places it in a general time frame greater than ten
years out considering long lead-tine (3-5 years or more usually) involved with ship procurements. In some sense the
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The TDR identifies emerging technologies considered key to furthering the naval mission.
Its aim is to consider current and predicted challenges on the near, mid, and far-term horizons.
Through these lines of effort the TDR assists technical leadership in course determination and
commitment of intellectual, developmental, and industrial resources.
To date the Navy has yet to pursue DFEM concepts for possible naval engineering
applications. There is no mention of any science and technology (S&T) efforts regarding DFEM
concepts in the TDR let alone deliberate research and development (R&D). The only mention of
DFEM concepts is found in a white paper response to an Office of Naval Research (ONR) broad
agency announcement (BAA) 4. Recent discussion between the author and Dr. Timothy McCoy,
former Director, Electric Ships Office (PMS 320) indicate the technology has negligible exposure
within the Navy Enterprise and insufficient motivation exists to invest in greater familiarity.
A review of current DFEM S&T/R&D shows no tailored research analysis, tools, or
methods have been developed in the area of naval engineering. To nurture increased motivation in
applying the theory, a horizontal transfer of technology between the wind power generation
research and MPP research is necessary. This project summarizes the notional manner in which
DFEM technology can be potentially integrated. A detailed procedure was developed to provide
investigators a building block in fuel performance analysis used for investigation MPP systems
integration. Demonstrating viability of DFEM architecture will contribute to concept exploration
and encourage S&T investment promoting further research initiatives.

1.4 Scope and Delimitation
The function of this report is to facilitate horizontal transfer of technology of DFEM theory and
application to the field of naval engineering. A review of marine engineering concepts is necessary

term is used to describe the recapitalization programs that have not yet entered preliminary concept development (first
of class procurement of the FY30 Small and Large Surface Combatants).
I ONR BAA-09-038 (New Concepts in Energy Conversion and Power Management): In the summer of 2009 ONR's
Ship Systems Engineering Division (Code 331) expressed interest "in receiving proposals for basic research
initiatives" concerning topics meant to assist resource managers in determining for future energy technology
investments. Specific focus of the BAA included topics in Electric Ship systems and architecture, fuel efficiency, and
advanced energy conversion.
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to understand the intricacies and inter-relations with which DFEM systems would integrate.
Analytical methods of quantitatively evaluating the resulting performance of these integrations are
needed.

1.4.1 Thesis Objectives
The outcome of the research is defined by the following primary objectives of the thesis:
*

Contribute to DFEM concept exploration through the development of analysis methods
and tools

*

Understand the lines of effort involved with applying DFEM concepts to naval
engineering research

1.4.2 Tasks
The following research tasks are performed to achieve these objectives:
" Narrate an introduction to the aspects and challenges of naval engineering research for
use as short primer to the field and establish the context of prevalent issues non-naval
engineers would need to consider.
*

Identify building block research facilitative to a horizontal transfer of technology of
DFEM concepts into naval engineering research

" Develop a surface fitting model for use as a numerical representation of common prime
mover fuel performance that can be used elsewhere to determine optimal speed-power
scheduling

1.4.3 Assumptions
The vision of this design study was to develop an understanding of issues surrounding DFEM use
in naval engineering application with specific interest in power generation, machinery layout and
fuel efficiency. The purpose will be to illuminate the resulting impacts of sub-system integration
on various bottom line cost-benefit-risk factors. As such component design will not be addressed
in detail and equipment specifications will only be included to facilitate overall analysis. To this
end research was limited to representative either "black box" surrogates or data sheet models of
19

components integrated into mature and/or valid models of practical designs. Published concept
theory on DFEM was explicitly trusted. Discussion of the phenomenon was provided purely for
illustrative purposes. In depth analysis and discussion of the underlying physical principles such
as thermodynamics, heat transfer, combustion, or component design was excluded.

1.5 Thesis Outline/Organization
This thesis is organized into the following five major chapters:
*

Chapter 1 establishes the purpose and motivation behind this research and potential for
integration of DFEM concepts into warship conversion and new design efforts.

* Chapter 2 begins with a review of pertinent theory and fundamental concepts relevant to
the subject of the thesis. The chapter then lays out the broad and (when necessary)
detailed background information used in conducting this research including related works
on the historical and current state of the art technology in naval power and propulsion
design. The intention here was to facilitate research efforts by practitioners of fields
supportive of (but necessarily proficient in) marine engineering theory such as systems,
industrial and electrical engineers.
* Chapter 3 outlines the methodology used to obtain, process and analyze empirical data
through simulated and actual analog observation of prime mover performance. A method
of modeling the 2DOF performance of prime mover's brake specific fuel consumption is
detailed using Chebyshev expansion surface fitting.
*

Chapter 4 applies the tool and method to present results of an analysis on a sample engine

" Chapter 5 summarizes the findings of this research and suggests areas for further study.
" Appendix A discusses the importance of fuel consumption in the context of the US
Navy's inherent susceptibility energy insecurity.
" Appendix B contains the Chebyshev surface fitting code used in the study (written in
Python by Brandon Zoss).
* In lieu of a separate glossary of uncommon terms and industry specific definitions and
issues particular to this study footnotes are used to elaborate at appropriate points in the
report.
20
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Basics of Marine Power and Propulsion
2.1.1 Overview
Engineering on the whole is the synthesis of multiple bodies of knowledge in pursuit of
developing and applying of a physical solution in order to achieve a goal or perform a function.
Under that obviously very broad interpretation resides six fundamental branches each with
numerous sub-specialty fields. These branches and sub-specialties additionally come together to
form a vast population of interdisciplinary subjects. Marine engineering, in particular, is a version
of the vehicle engineering sub-set of the mechanical branch. It deals with the design and operation
of the machinery plant systems on marine structures (ships, boats, platforms, etc.). Even though
by definition the field is governed under the branch of mechanical engineering, a marine engineer
incorporates many engineering sub-specialties of other branches (i.e., power, control, electrical,
acoustic, structural, transport, and manufacturing). There even are some non-engineering fields in
a typical dossier of skills as enabling skills. The Naval Engineer leverages the theory and practice
of marine engineering to warship design issues.
A primary function of marine engineering is the application of power plant engineering to
marine structures. These structures usually require service power and sometimes locomotion to
perform their various functions. This falls to the task of designing and operating the structure's
marine power and propulsion systems. These enabling functions can be separate and independent
of each other or significantly integrated in a system-of-systems architecture. The latter has become
more and more prevalent as common features between the two functions are combined to share
performance and integrate with advancing technologies. Each function involves connecting energy
"source" to a functional "load" through some sort of transmission system. The following sections
will start with describing the two primary functions of a marine engineering plant - propulsion and
power.
22

In order to model the performance of a power plant concept for evaluation as a potential
solution it is first necessary to understand the components that make up the various concepts and
how they integrate with each other. At a basic level, all MPP systems can be represented with a
simplified three sub-system in-line block diagram shown in Figure 4. A primary power production
device converts source energy into mechanical energy. This device is the prime mover. A system's
function is performed by its end-of-line component, the load. Here the converted source energy is
applied in some form to intended task as shown in Figure 5. The prime mover and load interface
through a transmission sub-system.

Figures 6 describes the variety of system components and

variations possible.
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Figure 5: Traditional Marine Power and Propulsion
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.

In some cases there are subordinate prime mover/load combinations for additional energy
conversion steps such as motor-generator sets. These can be considered as part of the transmission
sub-system depending on the circumstances. Each mover is connected to next through a
transmission type until the final load employs the converted source energy.

2.2.2 Prime Movers
The transformation of one form of energy into the kinetic energy of motion is the function of prime
movers. Physical force vector(s) of the motion can be linear (translational energy) or revolving
(rotational energy). While linear applications are common aboard ships, this discussion concerns
marine power and propulsion and will be limited to rotational applications.
In general, a prime mover takes a storable medium containing potential energy (chemical
or nuclear) and converts it into motion oriented kinetic energy (translational or rotational). The
nature of marine transportation means ships must possess onboard energy storage to achieve a
basic level of autonomy. Underway ships can't connect to shore based power supplies. Various
forms of mature and emerging electrical energy storage concepts do allow for "charged battery"
propulsion a vessel. Other examples of kinetically supplied marine prime movers include wind
and wave powered mechanisms. Kinetically supplied prime movers, electrical energy storage are
not relevant to this project. Neither too are solar powered electrical systems. Figure 7 illustrates
the relative efficiencies of various types of rotating prime mover designs.
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Steam powered systems were some of the earliest examples of mechanized transportation.
Modern incarnations involve steam production driving high speed turbines for mechanical
systems. The source energy conversion can be a fossil fuel boiler or some type of nuclear plant.
Steam generation can also be performed using waste heat boilers where hot exhaust from a
conventionally fueled prime mover is used to create steam useable by some onboard systems. This
co-generation (COGEN) technique is common in land based industrial installations.
Internal combustion machines come in two fundamental operating schemes, reciprocating
internal combustion engines and rotating combustion turbines [2]. Like steam plants both internal
combustion machines involve transforming the chemical energy of the fuel into thermal energy.
Wherein the steam uses the heat to generate steam to drive a turbine, internal combustion machines
use the heat to volumetrically expand the exhaust gases. These heated expansions are then
transformed to rotational energy through mechanically routing of the gases in order to perform
work.
Although there are few similarities in appearance and process, the same general 2DOF
behavior occurs with the machines' fuel consumption. Figure 8 demonstrates the relationship of
fuel consumption as a dependent variable of output power and speed. Power in this visual is
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represented by the resulting thermal expansion before it is mechanically transformed into
rotational energy [6].
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Figure 8: Fuel consumption relationship to power and speed (SAE972686, 1997)

Mechanical drive installations of internal combustion concepts suffer from constrained
fuel consumption relationships due to the mechanical coupling of the load and prime mover. The
prime mover's shaft speed is no longer an independent variable. In propulsion applications the
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speed is a function of the power output. In electrical power applications the speed is directly
proportional to the power grid frequency. Modeling the unconstrained behavior of fuel
consumption performance was the concentration of the study. Limited performance data is
available for in-service machines. Much of it is guarded as proprietary. Openly available gas
turbine prime mover performance data is sparse and none was obtained for this study that could
be attributed to specific design. Nonetheless, a narrative about the susceptibility gas turbine
propulsion presents to the naval applications is described in Appendix A. The subject motivation
of this project began with addressing these issues but research on their performance was excluded
for lack of available data. Due to the inherent similarity in 2DOF behavior between gas turbine
and diesel engines, it was decided to develop the model on presently available data. Samples of
diesel engine fuel performance were made available for analysis and as such a reciprocating
internal combustion engine will be the prime mover modelled in this project.
2.2.1.1

Steam Power.

Marine vessels with main steam propulsion are still widely in service but their numbers are
diminishing as the hulls retire and recapitalization efforts select new designs with internal
combustion propulsion plants. Steam plants are generally large in size and commit higher life cycle
costs due to the increased manning necessary to operate the plant's variety of sub-systems. Most
remaining examples of these vessels are found in commercial fleets.
The US Navy is at the very end of phasing out its fossil fuel fired (conventional) steam
propelled combatants. Seven large amphibious assault ships (LHDs), two command and control
ships (LCCs), and a single converted afloat forward staging base (AFSB) are all that remain in
active service. Little motivation exists to support a return to conventional steam propulsion.
Secondary steam generation systems such as waste heat recovery (WHR) and auxiliary boilers are
likewise being phased out from the fleet through attrition to reduce the manning and maintenance
demand.
Waste heat recovery (WHR) steam generation has seen some renewed interest in extracting
more useable energy from fossil fuel plants. Previously COGEN steam was limited to low pressure
service and hotel applications. Improvements in steam generation systems used in COGEN plants,
particularly gas turbine plants, have begun to produce appreciable levels of steam useable in
electrical generation. In production diesel engine WHRS steam turbines (STG) have achieved
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electrical power generation levels as high as 8% of the main engine power. Figure 9 shows a WIHR

powered STG made by MAN Diesel & Turbo [2].

"4

Figure 9: Waste Heat Recovery Steam Turbine Generator (STG)

Several large passenger cruises ships are in-service using this concept. A cruise ship's
stable operating profile enables the gas turbine geared propulsion plant to reliably supplies high
mass-flow rates of exhaust. This is used to generate sufficient steam to power steam turbine
generators (STG). This arrangement is known as combined gas and steam (COGAS) arrangement.
and is
A variation of this employs gas turbine electric drive propulsion to generate the steam
designated COGES. Motorship (M/S) Serenade of the Seas and slightly smaller Queen Elizabethclass aircraft carriers of the Royal Navy are two high profile examples of COGES arrangements

[3] [4].
The electric power produced from the exhaust STG arrangement is energy that would be
this
otherwise lost to the atmosphere in the form of heated mass-flow. Land based examples of
6
full
arrangement exist that achieve over 0% fuel efficiency. Research estimates indicate that
integration of COGEN concepts added to currently viable (and complimentary) efficiency
improvements, overall efficiency could approach 80% in large scale applications [5].
Beyond the handful of older amphibious landing force ships still in service the only remaining
(CVN)
steam propulsion plants in the US Navy are aboard the nuclear powered aircraft carriers
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and submarines (SSN/SSBN/SSGN).

The operational nature of these vessels warrant the high

capital investment and life cycle expense of building and maintaining their reactor powered steam
generation systems. Outside of understandably more stringent quality control design, the reactor,
with its fissile material source energy, is the only fundamental difference between nuclear and
conventional power plant concepts. The physical theory of the steam driven machinery remains
the same.

2.2.1.2

Diesel Engines

Contemporary reciprocating internal combustion engines are categorized into one of several
ignition cycles constructs - Otto 5 , Diesel, Atkinson 6, and Wankel 7 are the four most prevalent. All
versions involve constrained expansion of an ignited fuel-oxygen mixture inside a closed chamber.
Except for the Wankel design, expansion is constrained along a single vector normal to the
chamber's moveable boundary (the piston). Multiple cylinders on differing vectors are oriented in
such a way as to converge to a central axis normal to all cylinders. Located in this axis is a specially
shaped device called a crank-shaft that resolves the pistons translational energy in rotational
energy. The cylinder pistons are connected to the shaft in a way such that through controlled
sequencing of the cylinder ignitions a continuous torque is applied to the central axis. The single
degree of freedom (1 DOF) expansion forces work in concert to rotate the crankshaft along the

I The Otto-Langen design of 1861 (aka Otto-Atmospheric) was the first Otto-cycle concept and evolved from replica
testing of the first successful internal combustion patent, the Lenoir Engine. In 1876, the Otto-Compression design
patented the first engine to use compressed fuel-air combustion which would become the genesis many future engine
cycles.
6 A modification of the Otto cycle engine, the Atkinson-cycle design of 1882 aimed to address power efficiency using
a variable stroke method of reducing the compression ratio below the expansion ratio. This was long recognized as a
tenet of improved fuel economy outlined by Alphonse Beau de Rochas in 1862. Rochas would later become known
as the disputed original inventor of the Otto-cycle. The modem Atkinson-cycle has seen recent popularity in hybridelectric vehicle engines [C].
In 1957, the first practical rotary combustion engine was tested and called the Wankel engine. Modem examples of
the engine can be found in the Mazda RX family of cars. Its design was novel and demonstrated high power density.
7

To date, though, it has not achieved noteworthy success in commercial viability [C]. Research and endorsement for
viable development by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory indicate potential military interest in expeditionary
applications [D]
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central axis. The end(s) of the engine's crank is (are) the output point of the prime mover where
transmission devices are connected.
The Otto cycle that is ubiquitous to the personal automotive industry centers on the familiar
spark compression process. A fuel-air mix is compressed and ignited with an electrically power
spark plug. The gasoline it uses as a fuel is considered too volatile for practical use in most military
and commercial applications. This low compression, high power density cycle is only found on
the water in relatively small pleasure crafts.
The high efficiency, low power Atkinson and small, power dense Wankel engine concepts
have no market base in the marine industry. Both are still novel concepts in the automotive market
but are steadily maturing application. Once widespread commercial viability on land is achieved
it is may find application in smaller marine applications.
Of all the various forms of reciprocating internal combustion engines only the Diesel cycle
is currently viable for most marine applications. The premise of the Diesel-cycle is the use of high
cylinder compression to lower the flash point of the combustible. The liquid fuel is sprayed into
the compressed volume igniting spontaneously without the need for an electrical spark. Higher
grade fuels such as volatile gasoline products are difficult to use in this cycle due to much lower
flash points resulting in pre-ignition out of proper sequence.
Diesel engines use much higher compression ratios (typically two to four times that of
gasoline engines) to achieve higher power output. Additional engineering is necessary to operate
at these levels which naturally leads to heavier engine design. Classification of diesel engines is
made based on the range of speed it nominally operates within and its cyclic concept. Three speed
classifications are used - High, Medium, and Low - and diesels are either two or four stroke. Two
stroke operation is illustrated in Figure 10 showing the intake and exhaust is accomplished during
the transition from power to compression strokes [6].
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A four stroke design, as shown in Figure 11 accomplishes exhaust and intake steps as independent
strokes. For each ignition of a cylinder the piston will travel in then out twice [7].
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EXHAUST

Figure 11: Notional Four-stroke Diesel Cycle

Other novel cyclic concepts exist including single, five, and six-stroke but aren't relevant
to practical application so won't be discussed. Within these two discriminators diesels can also be
identified by their ability (or lack thereof) to reverse operate, their method of aspiration (charged
vs. natural), and the type of fuel they consume. Virtually all marine diesel engines are turbo
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charged using what is known as the Seiliger cycle'. Reversing engines designs (not to be confused
with reversing gears) are common in very high-power applications (slow-speed diesels) with fixed
pitch propeller (FPP) to facilitate maneuvering. Controllable pitch propellers (CPP) avoid the
requirement as do reversing gears found only in relatively low power applications. A variety of
fuels types are used in different designs including heavy fuel oil (HFO), hydrocarbon gases, and
even high test jet fuel (JP-5) to name a few.
The standard fuel for naval applications (including steam and gas turbine) is a common
variant of the diesel fuel used in highway vehicles. Commercially known by many names such as
#2 fuel oil, #2 distillate, diesel fuel-marine (DFM), and Bunker A, most naval forces use the NATO
designator F-76 to identify the grade.
Slow speed diesels are widely known to have the highest thermal efficiencies. Maximum
operating speeds are typically 400 RPM and below. Since propeller efficiency is inversely related
to shaft speed, most modem designs are topping out at around 100 RPM, idling as low as 20 RPM.
Operating that slowly eliminates the need for a costly reduction gear to maintain. Slow-speed
diesels use a two-stroke cycle of operation where for each revolution of the engine crank shaft,
each cylinder will have one combustion event. This takes place each up-stroke when the piston is
driven away from the crank. This is when the piston-cylinder volume is at its smallest. Combustion
gases are expelled from the cylinder after a certain point in the down-stroke through cylinder
porting, valve timing, and air scavenging systems.
Two-stroke, slow speed operation generates the high power-to-weight ratio and have few
moving parts. Fractional horsepower gasoline versions of this design type can be found in many
lightweight applications such as hand-carried powered landscaping tools and small unmanned
vehicles where minimal weight is important. For diesel versions, this high power density works in
reverse. Very high-power designs are available when space and weight are not a constraint. This
makes it attractive to marine applications where minimal manning is valued.
The world's largest in-service merchant vessels all universally powered by single slow
speed, two stroke diesels directly driving a single propeller [9] with crew sizes that can fit in a

8

Seiliger cycle combines aspects of the Otto cycle are added to the Diesel cycle. Heat is added during ignition top-

stroke periods of constant volume and ignition top-stroke periods of constant pressure. This longer burn time enables
greater energy conversion through more thorough combustion [29].
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passenger van. The largest container shipping company, the A.P. Mollier - Maersk Group, is
currently recapitalizing its ultra-large container ship (ULCS) fleet with the Triple-E class of

18,000+ TEU capacity vessels built by Daewoo Shipbuilding.

TITANIC
883 feet

_j

CMA CGM HUGO

QUEEN MARY 2

1.132 feet
EMMA MAERSK

1,302 feet

j

Figure 12: Profile comparison of largest commercial ships of their period

The first of the class, MV Emma Maersk (profiled in Figure 12 above), debuted the world's
largest conventional marine propulsion engine, Wartsila Sulzer's 14-cylinder RTA96-C rated to
provide 81,120 kW to a single propeller at 102 RPM (Figures 13). Thermal efficiency for this
model exceeds 50%. The ship sails western Pacific routes with a nominal crew size of 13.

Figure 13: Slow-speed diesel [131
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In contrast to their very high fuel efficiency, two-stroke diesels are inherently handicapped in terms
of emissions. Slow-speed diesel exhaust contains higher levels of key emissions under all
conditions regardless of fuel type [9].
Primarily this comes from the lower grade of fuel used #6 fuel oil, more commonly referred
to as heavy fuel oil (HFO) or Bunker C. It's worth pointing out that the US Navy no longer
maintains HFO or any Bunker B and C stock. The fuels began to fall out of use as the Navy began
to strike most of its conventional steam plants from the register in the 1970's. The remaining
conventional plants (carriers, landing force ships, and auxiliaries) transitioned to using the same
fuel required by the newly arriving gas turbine powered platforms - Diesel Fuel, Marine (DFM).
Designated by NATO as F-76, DFM was formerly known as Bunker A and #2 fuel oil [10] [11].
High particulate emissions is a constant source of challenges to operators and designers as
regulatory bodies implement emission limits which tend to drive down optimal operation of these
engines.
The responsiveness of a slow-speed two-stroke engine is very low which creates impacts
overall maneuverability, especially in confined waters and precision operations. For variety of
other reasons, (payload, politics, navigability) marine propulsion space and weight allowances are
very scarce in naval acquisition. There use would only be relevant to large auxiliaries and aircraft
carriers.
Historic analysis has not made a successful case for slow-speed diesels in naval auxiliaries
[12]. Adequate improvement in emissions controls could make slow-speed installations become
attractive to naval auxiliaries which generally operate at fixed speeds in low-risk environments. In
the lead-up to the CVX recapitalization, an analysis was made of various propulsion options.
Although not a formal DOD Analysis of Alternatives (AoA), the research did conclude the nonviability of a diesel MPP for carrier acquisition. The study did not consider slow-speed diesels for
carrier MPP installation and it was shown that medium-speed diesel options would be more
appropriately sized to carrier operations [13]. Considering all these factors, slow speed diesels are
not viable options for any naval applications.
Key characteristic differences between slow-speed and medium/high speed designs diesel
engines are the cycles of operation. Modem medium and high-speed designs are invariably 4stroke cycles. They possess better emissions performance and are significantly smaller is size
compared to slow-speed designs. Until recent decades diesel propulsion was performed by heavy
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medium speed diesel engines operating at speeds ranging around 1,000 RPM. The engines were
very robust, simple to operate, and easy to maintain. Output powers can be found ranging from
several hundred kilowatts to nearly 20 MW of deliverable shaft power [8].
High-speed diesel designs have achieved maturity and capacity levels high enough for
main reliable main propulsion where a lighter, better performing machine is critical. Operating in
upwards of several thousand RPM, examples of these power plants can be found up to the 3 MW
range. The engines lightweight, relatively small, and more efficient across a wider power band in
comparison to medium speed designs of the same power rating. Overhaul intervals are about half
as long as medium speed designs. Maintainability has increased to levels comparable to the latter
also. Overall total cost of ownership on a per power-unit basis is only slightly more than medium
seed designs.

2.2 Naval Warships
2.2.1 Power Plant Design
Naval power and propulsion component selection draws on performance modeling of current and
in-procurement systems weighed against predicted operations. Ideally the operational platform is
matched to a power plant with the highest degree of utility and lowest overall life cycle cost. The
uncertainty and volatility of the maritime security environment leads naval platforms to rarely
continue to operate under the same profile they were designed under as little as a single decade
earlier. Off-design operation of the combustion power plants significantly reduces fuel
consumption performance and thereby increases life cycle costs which can in turn reduce overall
platform utility. Integrated electric power plants partially address off-design inefficiencies
presented by these operating uncertainties through more versatile plant line-ups. The measure of
effectiveness of these optimized solutions deteriorate as the operating platform diverges from its
design profile.
Most conventional combustion systems have narrow operating efficiency bands meaning
off-design operation has rapidly decreasing fuel efficiency the farther it operates from its designed
rating. Steam propulsion has the widest efficiency band and gas turbines generally have very
narrow power bands. This operational fact plays an important role in determining the susceptibility
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of a naval vessel to oil price volatility. Current practice has most gas turbine powered warships
securing one of their two propeller shafts. Known a trail-shaft configuration this increases the
power load on the sole operating engine for a net improvement in fuel consumption over lowpower twin shaft operations.
In traditional mechanically coupled powertrains these power bands are represented by a
single variable continuous curve dependent on output power or speed but not both. This is because
of the mechanical couple of the prime mover to the load. In constant speed applications such as
electrical generator prime movers, the fuel consumption is determined by the connected load
(kWe).
SFC = f(kWe)

Where specific fuel consumption, SFC, is the rate of fuel flow to the engine normalized to the
output power. In propulsion applications the independent variable is the engine speed (ne)
necessary to rotate the ship's propulsor to produce the required thrust (PT). Engine output is
likewise dependent on the speed.
SFC = f(ne)
PB= f(ne)
ne = f(PT)

This series of functional relationships indicates single-degree of freedom (IDOF) variability of
SFC.
MPP system design is much simpler for merchant ship platforms since the variance in
operating speeds is rather small in comparison to the variance of naval speed profiles (Figure 14)
[20]. The efficiency speed is calculated based on the transportation efficiency of the vessel, product
capacity, and operating cost. The MPP plant is then designed around that speed for minimum fuel
consumption. Fuel price sensitivity exists but is minor since the large changes are would spend the
vast majority of its time within a single knot or two of the speed.
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fuel
Research has shown that established operating profile predictions used in calculating
study of this issue
usage can be markedly different from actual operating profiles. An exceptional
class versus
was conducted with the intent of presenting actual fleet operations of a particular ship
ten years later
its predicted operations. The time frame of data analyzed for the study was a full
the actual
than the data period used for the established profile. Figure 16 graphically compares
in Figure 15
historical data (New) versus the predicted profile (Current) of the same vessel class
[6].

speed through water is
' Full power (FP) refers to operating at maximum brake power output levels. Maximum
cleaned hull and running gear is in
degraded over time due to hull fouling. FP operation of a DDG 51 with freshly
excess of 30 knots [45].
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Designing to a profile does not necessarily guarantee the most efficient results. Fuel prices
and operational tempo (optempo) are not entirely independent of each other. Some causation can
be assumed. For the US Navy, some factors that are culpable in energy sector instability such as
regional conflict often result in increased presence and posture. Presence is related to the number
of power plants operating while posture describes the manner in which they are being operated.
Conversely, reversals in the causation can occur. Appreciable drops in national resolve to support
global commitment can result from overburdened government finances. If maritime security issues
were to be de-prioritized during a period of high fuel costs, national strategies may shift resulting
in decreased operations. Basically the cost of doing business (at that optempo) could be considered

too high.
Speed profile designing is accepts price volatility risk. If a plant design were based on an
overestimate profile, than system architecture and component choices could be made as a
compromise potentially reducing basic performance capabilities. An underestimated profile would
negatively impact operating and support (O&S) funds to a much greater extent than planned for
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when fuel prices increase. This motivates cost cutting efforts that could impact not only presence
and posture, but maintenance and by extension readiness. The currently established profile of
annual fuel consumption estimates usage levels nearly 25% higher than the 2011 data figures.
Magnifying this delta across a 60-hull class with a 30-year service life punctuates the unavoidable
weakness to profile designing an MPP plant.
Developed solutions can often be executed that are specific to circumstances but if
circumstances change significantly, the solution may become liability. A theoretical examples
involves the removal of WHR boilers from the Ticonderoga-class cruisers over the past decade
was initiated in 2003 [8]. The motivation was to implement cost saving, performance enhancing
measures that would result in significant weight reduction, increased interior volume, decreased
manning, and reduced maintenance challenges [9]. Recently strategic concerns have arisen about
the need for greater presence in arctic waterways due to a shrinking polar ice cap. Removal of the
steam systems and the significant de-icing capabilities they provide from the cruisers effectively
restricts their employability in arctic missions in the absence of other adequate measures.

2.2.2 Modifications, Conversions, New Construction, New Design
Leverage new engineering plant technology into naval designs requires passage through multiple
stages of traditional acquisition processes similar to total ship acquisition although in this case as
an integral building block to a larger acquisition. Early stage design effort is universally accepted
as a primary force-multiplier towards minimizing life cycle costs in complex engineering. For this
reason and the nature of production workflow, selection of marine power systems are some of the
earliest decisions made.
Investment decisions for an acquisition program must be made at many different levels and
at many different points in time. One key concept is that early decisions can have an enormous
impact on the cost of the ship over its life. The returns on an innovation diminish significantly the
later in the life-cycle it is integrated. Fitting a next generation innovation into an already densely
packed arrangement not envisioned to receive this innovation almost certainly ensures an optimal
integration will not be achieved. Still, a case can often be made to explore innovative
improvements at virtually any point in the life-cycle, if at the least to inform recapitalization
decisions.
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When an acquisition program has already executed an initial detailed contract, changes to
the design are often required to be implemented in the class procurement. At what point in the
overall production cycle they are inserted depends on the motivation behind the change and its
scope. Motivations can be due to changes in top level requirements or they can work to address
critical risks discovered in the design. In general, changes not tied to a critical risk are left out of
in-production hulls unless the cost and opportunity to implement is minor. Instead the modification
is worked into subsequent builds of the class. Legacy builds can either continue as-is or receive
the modification in-service during later depot level phased maintenance efforts.
The scope of the change(s) and (in some cases) where in the overall production cycle they
are made determines how the modification is classified and also how they are funded.
Modifications range from fundamental changes to the concept of employment (CONEMP) where
major features, systems, and capabilities are altered, added, or removed. They can also be singular
in their scope and purpose such as implementing a new innovation. Table 1 outlines the variety of
modification concepts and formats that exist [19].

Technology
refresher (TR)

In-procurement change, end of life
replacement of systems, address operational
feedback, minimally invasive in-service effort

Design, construction,
LRIP transition, PMA,
mid-life, conversion

Technology/block
upgrade (TU)

Next-generation incremental improvements
enhancing existing system overall F3 , varying
invasive in-service effort

LRIP transition, PMA,
mid-life, conversion

AEGIS/BMD

Technology
insertion (TI)

Injection of major technology/capability with
limited changes to CONOPS, major invasive
in-service effort

Design, mid-life,
conversion

HED, DDG/LCS preFLT improvements

Flight upgrade

New systems/capabilities resulting in
significant changes to CONOPS, non-invasive

Design

FFG7/DDG 51
aviation
deck/hangar design

Overhaul

Invasive, end of life replacement, service life
extension, TR/TU opportunity, major invasive
in-service effort

PMA, mid-life

PPIP, SLEP, docking

Conversion

In-service re-purposingfor new
ORD/CONEMP, most invasive in-service effort

Modified-Repeat

Pre-construction revision of existing design to
satisfy new ORD/CON EMP, non-invasive

LCS 1-class side
launch removal

baseline, PPIP

Mid-life,

decommissioning
Design

Table 1: Methods of implementing design and capability change [19]
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PONCE AFSB

MLP to ESD

Technology refreshers (TR) are common and can occur at any point in a hull's life-cycle.
Examples of this type occur can merely be life-cycle management focused but can also address
early operational feedback. When the Avenger-class minesweeper was designed it was required to
receive sustainment underway. A fueling-at-sea (FAS) manifold was included in the design and
construction. Over the course of the class procurement the determination was made that underway
refueling was not critical. This allowed program managers to exclude the FAS station from the
contract design and construction of the USS CHIEF (MCM 14). Similarly as the Significant
changes are often incorporated into the class as it transitions from low-rate initial production.
Again with the Avenger-class, during the LRIP transition the Waukesha-Pearce engines used in
the first two hulls were changed to Isotta-Fraschini engines for the next dozen builds. The
differences between the two variants were considered too much to warrant back-fitting into the
legacy hulls. Since the performance envelope was not exceeded by this change, it would be
considered a technology refresh. A contemporary example appears with the monohull variant of
the Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) program. Following initial operations of Flight 0 designed USS
FREEDOM and USS FORT WORTH, the side hull boat launching station was removed from
future builds subsequently referred to a Flight 0+. Roll stability appendages are likewise under
consideration to be excluded.
A significant change in capability to an existing program that isn't based on changes to an
operational requirements document (ORD) or concept of employment (CONEMP) would be
considered a technology insertion (TI). Installation of hybrid electric drive (HED) systems in the
DDG 51 FLT IIA-class has been directed to extend the ship's range and reduce fleet fossil fuel
consumption. Changes exceeding arrangement constraints are either not feasible or require hull
modification to support. Depending on the scope and amount of TI's implemented, the program
may execute a flight upgrade. The FFG 7 and DDG 51-class aviation upgrades to embark the H60 airframe were designated as program flight upgrades (FLT IV and FLT IIA respectively).
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Usually flight upgrades involve modifications so significant in cost and complexity they meet the
threshold for designation as their own Acquisition Category (ACAT) I or IA program

01

[6].

Even though TI's and flight upgrades are typically reserved for new construction, back-fit
is sometimes considered where feasible and warranted. The HED TI is under investigation for
back-fit in as many existing hulls as possible. Several FFG 7 FLT 0 hulls received mid-life
conversions involving lengthening to incorporate FLT IV functionality. Restructuring of the LCS
program in 2014 instituted a flight modification of the single mission design. Several systems and
capabilities previously modular in the FLT 0+ design are to now be "hard wired" into the new
baseline FLT I sea frame. The purpose is to provide the since re-designated fast-frigate (FF)
improved multi-mission survivability and lethality. Top-level direction was also given to
incorporate as many FLT I/FF improvements into in-production FLT 0+ builds.
In-service work such as power plant improvement programs (PPIP) and technology/block
upgrades to combat systems are usually limited to overhaul periods set aside for phased
maintenance availabilities (PMA) of appropriate duration. The work necessary to implement these
changes typically require extended periods of restricted availability and extensive industrial
support found only in shipyards. In some cases the effort and time required to accomplish the
changes are so great they are planned for the hull's mid-life overhaul (if scheduled) where
wholesale change-out of hull, mechanical, and electric (HM&E) systems can take a year or longer.
Service life extension programs (SLEP) are also among the longest duration in-service periods
where changes can be implemented.
When changes top-level operational requirements cannot be met by in-service designs and
a new program is not a viable option, proven designs are sometimes investigated for their
feasibility in meeting the gapped requirements. This can be accomplished in-service through a
conversion program. The amphibious landing dock USS PONCE (LPD 17) underwent a

"0 ACAT

I: Designation for Major Defense Acquisition Program (MDAP), which has estimated research,

development, test, and evaluation (RDT&E) exceeding $480 million or total program procurement exceeding $2.79
billion (FY2014 constant dollars) [15]
" ACAT IA: Designation for a Major Automated Information System (MAIS), which has an total estimated design
development, and deployment exceeding $40 million or $165 million when including Material Solution Analysis
(MSA) or $520 million when including MSA and operations and maintenance (O&M) costs (FY2014 constant dollars)
[15]
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conversion to serve as an ASFB. Modifications were made to the onboard systems and capabilities
reducing its functionality as a landing force asset in exchange for increased utility as an
expeditionary force command and control and staging/support platform.
The capabilities an AFSB provides to operational commanders prompted a formal program
of record involving a re-design of an existing in-production class of platforms. This process is
known as a modified-repeat design. It capitalizes on learning curve efficiencies to control costs
and supports the industry base through sequencing of their current production process. The
Montford Point-classexpeditionary support dock (T-ESD) design was re-engineered to include a
variety of systems tailored to AFSB duties. The modified-repeat design is designated as an
expeditionary mobile base (T-ESB)
Early design effort is typically the highest variance principal component in determining
vulnerability to these volatilities. Ideally any innovation would be most effective while the entire
class of ships is still on the drawing board. That way synthesis of arrangement space, weight, and
operating performance can be more easily controlled for an optimal solution.

2.2.3 US Navy Surface Combatants Power and Propulsion
2.2.3.1

Survivability as a function of fuel volatility

Mobility is the number one Ship's with capabilities need to operate at many speeds at uncertain
frequencies. Fossil fuel power and propulsion saddles marine vessels with a susceptibility to
market influence, specifically energy sector instability. If it costs more to sail a cargo ship from
point A to point B, the red ink is passed to commodity mark-up which in turn negatively impacts
demand. In this manner recoverability exists so long as sufficient demand remains. For the US
Navy, the same factors that are culpable of this energy sector instability often compound the issue
by directly influencing the Navy's posture by way of increased global maritime insecurity. As
oversimplified above, when the price of oil increases, the Navy has more work to do, thereby
elevating its demand for oil. If national resolve and commitment to maintaining the posture were
to fall below a point of recoverability, sustaining the Navy's mission is not tenable and thereby
faces an over-matching scenario it will not survive.
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2.2.3.2

US Navy's susceptibility to fuel volatility

Fossil fuel power and propulsion saddles marine vessels with a susceptibility to market influence,
specifically energy sector instability. If it costs more to sail a cargo ship from point A to point B,
the red ink is passed to commodity mark-up which in turn negatively impacts demand. In this
manner recoverability exists so long as sufficient demand remains. For the US Navy, the same
factors that are culpable of this energy sector instability often compound the issue by directly
influencing the Navy's posture by way of increased global maritime insecurity. In oversimplified
terms, when the price of oil increases, the Navy has more work to do, thereby elevating its demand
for oil. If national resolve and commitment to maintaining the posture were to fall below a point
of recoverability, sustaining the Navy's mission is not tenable and thereby faces an over-matching
scenario it will not survive.
Current US Navy power and propulsion architectures of its conventionally powered fleet
are acutely sensitive to oil price volatility and radical shifts in concepts of operations (CONOPS).
This translates to a significant vulnerability and thereby risk of mission failure from a strategic
paradigm. If, in the face of increasing risk, leadership changes its operational posture the margin
for compromise will similarly decrease. At some point additional risk will no longer be acceptable,
and then the likelihood of not sustaining requirements becomes large. It can be debated that in
order to recover from these vulnerabilities without loss of mission, compromising decisions have
frequently been made over the past several decades that have negatively affected fleet readiness.
Any military professional will, if at all possible, seek to prioritize survivability improvements in
order of 1) decreasing susceptibility, 2) reducing vulnerability, and then 3) improving
recoverability. In all cases innovative acquisition and life cycle management is necessary to
effectively improve in-service survivability.
The service life of naval ships invariably surpass generations of global threat environments.
Platforms designed to certain requirements that become obsolete they must satisfy different
requirements else they no longer have value to the arsenal often resulting in pre-mature
decommissioning.
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2.2.3.3

Changes to Concept of Operations (CONOPS)

To maintain viability as a solution, the in-service requirements of the platform may be revised. In
1994 off the coast of Haiti, USS AMERICA (CV 66) demonstrated how an older, less capable
conventionally powered aircraft carrier can be employed as amphibious assault ship (LHA/LHD).
Without a well deck the notion wasn't received with much enthusiasm, yet 15 years later a new
class of LHA's were designed without well decks. Incidentally, the first of the class was christened
USS AMERICA (LHA 6).
2.2.3.4

Changes to Concept of Employment (CONEMP)

New requirements are usually addressed with a combination of physical and procedural changes.
Minor physical refit (-11 tons added) was made to the retiring USS PONCE amphibious transport
dock (LPD 15) to convert it an afloat forward staging base (AFSB). More significantly, qualitative
admin changes were made by transferring operational responsibility from a notional 420 person
Navy crew to a 203 hybrid of Sailors and civilian mariners (CivMars). Its requirement to be able
to operate in an opposed landing force was also eliminated. Commercial merchant fleets
experience this all the time although changes are usually solely physical and quantitatively
determined.

2.3 Electric Power and Propulsion
2.3.1 Basic Theory
Adjustable speed generators produce variable frequency power that is converted to a direct current
(DC) power signal. Static conversion electronics modulate this DC power into a fixedfrequency/fixed-voltage power signal compatible with grid power. Unlike constant sped generators
output power varies with the speed of the prime mover.
Power conversion systems enable matching of power bands optimizing the power
generated by the machine in terms of overall fuel consumption. Previously the mechanical-toelectrical conversion process was a single degree of freedom (1 DOF) functional relation.
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Rotational energy of the prime mover is converted to electrical energy through Faraday's
Law of Induction which states that any change in the magnetic environment, dPB, of a coil of wire
will cause a voltage potential, E, to be "induced" in the coil, with N representing the number of
coils.
d- PB

E

dt

The magnetic environment of the coils changes as they pass through the machines flux field.
Connection of the coils to the power grid forms a closed loop circuit to which an induced voltage,
E, is applied across that circuit. By Ohm's Law a current flow, I, is occurs that is proportional to
the voltage (represented now as V). The proportionality constant is the electrical conductance, G,
of the circuit. The relation is more commonly written with the inverse proportionality constant of
electrical resistance, R.

V
R

-

I = GV =

2.3.2 Variable Speed Generators
Most power grids are fixed frequency systems. Traditional power generation installations such as
nuclear and fossil fuel plants employ constant speed prime movers operating at or close to optimal
power levels for maximum fuel efficiency. The collective rating of the available power generation
machines is the predominant determinant of maximum instantaneous generation capacity. These
constant speed power generation systems can readily integrate with a fixed frequency grid with
not much more than circuit protection and voltage transformers. Large, non-transient variations in
grid demand typically involve incrementally aligning/disconnecting

generators to facilitate

optimal loading.
Recent decades have seen an increase in the share of power generation supplied by
alternative energy solutions such as wave, wind, and solar harnessing technologies. Hydroelectric
power has been around since the early days of grid power but share a similarity to wave, wind, and
solar in that they have an additional variable in determining maximum capacity. These systems
have dynamic source energy supplies naturally replenished with the passage of time whereas
nuclear and fossil fuel systems have static supplies whose replenishment is a human managed
logistical issue.
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For the most part, more fuel can be pumped/mined from the earth making it an economic
constraint vice a physical one. Naturally replenished "fuels" do not in general have a human
interface to their logistics chain. When the rate of the source energy supply drops below threshold
levels (e.g., calm weather, cloudiness, low reservoir levels, etc.), the generation machine is taken
offline to preserve grid power quality. 12
This uncertainty of the "free" source energy affects the utility of these power generation
machines. The widespread deployment of wind power generation installation throughout the world
created sufficient motivation to overcome this uncertainty. Maturation of power electronics
technology resulted in sufficient miniaturization of power conversion systems to enable variable
speed operation of prime movers without the previous risk to power quality.
Since the prime mover is no longer restricted to a constant speed of operation, it can be
operated for maximum efficiency. The ability to vary the output frequency "untie" the machine's
mechanical input frequency from its electrical output frequency. The efficiency performance of
the mechanical conversion of the source energy can be aligned to efficiency performance of the
electrical conversion. Control of its mechanics can be developed to vary the rotational speed based
on the power demand and the amplitude of some input parameter (wind speed, pressure
differential, etc.).
The amount of power that a variable capacity power source produces is tied to the capacity
of the conversion system used to integrate it with the power grid.
2.3.2.1

Hybrid and Integrated Power and Propulsion

After a short hiatus during the 1990's acquisition of first generation of fully integrated electric
propulsion ships began with the Lewis and Clark-class dry cargo auxiliaries (T-AKE) modem
generation of electric. The first example of a modem US warship with and all-electric plant
architecture was the ZUMWALT-class destroyer currently under procurement. Several hybrid
examples have also been in service where a traditional prime mover is combined with an electric

12

Innovations in hydroelectric applications have created methods of extending the source energy supply with large

capital projects involving pumped storage hydroelectric concepts. Off-peak power supplies pump up enormous storage
reservoirs that are then used during peak power consumption. These novel solutions are not yet widely fielded and are
ignored for this study.
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motor through a shared reduction gear to accommodate operating profile flexibility or acoustic
signature reduction (e.g., Avenger-class minesweepers).

2.3.2.2

Doubly Fed Electric Machines

Doubly-fed electric machines (DFEM) offer such innovation in marine power and propulsion. This
thesis will present a feasible solution and analyze its viability characterized by its performance as
compared baseline conditions and other feasible solutions. The premise of DFEM is the ability to
match operating speeds to and power demand for ideal fuel efficiency. This concept is not new to
naval propulsion as variable speed electric drives (VSD) have been used in different configurations
for almost a century now since the USS NEW MEXICO (BB 40) in 1917. The property that makes
DFEM technology a novel concept worthy of exploration is the independently connected field and
armature windings enabling variable or asynchronous speed operation by varying field winding
frequency. The prime mover can vary its rotational speed without the need to frequency convert

the full power out from (or input to) the machine. Instead only a fraction of the power needs
conversion thereby reducing the supporting converter footprint significantly.

Virtually every type of combatant (and many auxiliaries) in the US Navy has seen an
electric drive propulsion plant. In WWII, high demand for complex reduction gears in capital ships
meant the numerous lesser capable but submarines, destroyers, corvettes and frigates to be
powered diesel-electric or turbo-electric drives. In total, not including hybrid geared/motor
combination arrangements, the US Navy fielded approximately 650 electric driven warships
between World War I and the end of the Cold War, including the first aircraft carrier, USS
LANGLEY (CV 1) and 313 other front line surface combatants.
Traditional variable speed drive convertor support comes with a very large space and
weight budget requirement severely limiting the utility of in-service innovation. Shrinking the
footprint will allow hybrid electric drive (HED) modifications to be made to a greater number of
geared propulsion architectures. The 14 Avenger-class mine countermeasures (MCM) ships were
the first surface examples of an HED plant. Originally designed for submarines to acoustically
decouple the prime mover from the powertrain, HED modification has since been extensively
examined for its potential advantage in reducing overall fuel consumption. When higher power is
needed (sprinting) plant configuration would use the main propulsion engines to drive the ship.
Under low power conditions (cruising) the HED (powered by optimally loaded generators) would
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be relied upon to turn the reduction gear avoiding light loading the main propulsion at much lower
fuel efficiencies. The Makin Island-modified repeat of the Wasp-class landing helicopter dock
(LHD) and America-class landing helicopter assault (LHA), and are the first examples of HED
integration designed into the original construction. In 2009, following MAKIN ISLAND's (LHD
8) first two-month underway the crew reported a $2 million savings in fuel consumption compared
to the conventionally powered LHD's of the same class [6]. Further US Navy and industry
collaborated demonstrations validated the viability of HED and back fit of 34 existing destroyers
and all future builds in planned.
The reality is that operating environments may not match predictions or they may (and
often do) change over the course of the platform's life cycle, often decades later making some
requirements obsolete. To illustrate, when cannons were invented the requirement to fortify castles
(or command headquarters) with lofty walls was no longer relevant.
More germane to this thesis is that these sort of changes can lead to off-design operation
of the power and propulsion plant. High speed steaming of blue-water aircraft carrier battle groups
CVBG) during the Cold War meant the escorts' gas turbine plants operated in relative proximity
to their optimum design profile. The demise of the Cold War and the rise of Middle East tensions
revealed new asymmetric threats and confined water operations resulting in shifts to overall speed
profiles. This led to an increase in the Navy's cost of doing business from higher fuel consumption
mileage rates and additional maintenance issues associated with low power operation and regions
of austere support.
The service life of naval ships invariably surpass generations of global threat environments.
Platforms designed to certain requirements that become obsolete they must satisfy different
requirements else they no longer have value to the arsenal often resulting in pre-mature
decommissioning.
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Chapter 3
Methodology of Study
3.1 Diesel Performance Diagram
The candidate machine from which a performance data mesh is generated is the German made
MTU 20V 8000 M71 medium speed diesel engine shown in Figure 17. The 8000-series engine
family is a very modern design currently in use aboard many naval combatants including the US
Navy's tri-hull LCS variant. Secondary Two installations of the M90 model of the engine serve as
secondary (cruise) propulsion engines for the tri-hull's waterjets.
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Figure 17: MTU 20V 8000

Nearly 200 shipboard installations in-service or under procurement since the first delivery
in 2004. The majority of installation were to power naval combatants and auxiliaries (68 in the US
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Navy alone). Over 540,000 operating hours were accumulated on the design series during that
period Installed configurations are found in the many common propulsion arrangements [21].
The proprietary manufacturer performance datasheet for the M71 model was obtained from
and authorized by MTU to serve as a testing model to populate the data mesh from. The M71
datasheet contained non-pertinent background analysis information in addition to the BSFC
performance diagram shown in Figures 18.
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Figure 168: MTU 20V 8000 M71 BSFC Performance Diagram

The M71 is an early model from the series and was specifically used to power a pair of privately
owned Giga-yachts. These vessels originated as 3,800 LT Dutch naval frigates 130m in length
with a COGOG plant capable of 30 knots. Upon retirement they underwent five-year conversion
conversion
to return to service in their current configuration. Figure 19 shows the before and after
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of MV Yas (ex-Swift 141). The 141m vessel uses two M71 engines installed in tandem direct drive
configuration to propel itself at 27 knots.

Figure 17: ex-HNLMS Piet Hein (left) conversion to MV Yas (right)

Limited access to in-service military propulsion plant models (M70 and M90) was
available. The military model diagrams were developmental and incomplete but are included for
visual comparison to the M71 performance diagram. MTU supplied BSFC plots for the two
military models in Figure 20.
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Figure 18: Developmental MTU 8000 Series Performance Diagrams

There are minor differences in the sequential turbo charging (STC) schedules and SFC
contour topography of the military models compared to the M71. Fundamentally though the
contour plots are very similar in their respective STC regions. The military diagrams were not used
beyond demonstrating this fact and supporting the assumption that the model's method is relevant
to all models.
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3.1.1 Plot Digitization to Simulate Analog Observation
The open source software Web Plot Digitizer was employed to render the published performance
diagram into data points. The software works by importing a plot of interest into a workspace. The
type of plot (XY, bar, polar, etc.) is manually selected by the user. The software is then calibrated
to the plot axes by the user through image pixel designation and identification. Using a
magnification window, key points on the image axes are designated. Axis values are manually
assigned to the image pixel. The software then automatically calibrates its coordinate system to
those assignments.
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Figure 19: Correlation of Plot Area to Graphic

At this point any future points selected will be assigned an appropriately scaled data
coordinate and store it in the active dataset. Point designation can take place manually by simply
selecting target items on the imported plot. Where the software shows its utility is the automatic
designation features it possesses to assist with rapid data collection. It does this through image
pixilation and correlation to calibrated axes. Automatic designation is accomplished through
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differentiation of pixel color values. An initial palette of colors detected by the software is available
representing the basic coloring of the plot. The user selects the color for detection. The program
analyzes the graphic for instances of that pixel color. Greater specificity in color differentiation
can be used through a manual color selection tool. This is especially useful for low/poor resolution
graphics.
Several adjustable designation algorithms are available to choose from. The simplest is XStep designation which scans for the specified pixel color across the image in the direction of the
selected axis. For images with gaps in its shapes the option to interpolate is available. Digitization
precision can be adjusted by the AX Step value for the axis. The program will not consider target
pixels for designation except at the numbered interval. This helps in data control as is best used
for rapid digitization of single variable functions.
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Figure 20: Averaging Window Algorithm

Auto-designating can also be performed using the program's averaging algorithm. In this
process interval values can be adjusted for both axes. This helps in data control but requires more
judicious inspection of the designations. Fig X below demonstrates how increasing the interval
step in the averaging algorithm from 5 to 20 can result in designations with significant separation
from the target curve. Notice the gaps in designations where the target curve changed colors when
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it overlaid the other curve. The user has the ability to inspect the digitization results to ensure
accuracy. Errand data points can be individually manipulated in the magnification window in the
event of a designation error. Likewise manual designations can be made to capture data where no
designation was made.
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Figure 21: Varying A-step increments

The x-step algorithms are best suited for rapid digitization of single variable functions. For
plot analysis with curves that aren't continuous functions such as multi-variable surface contour
plots, the averaging algorithm is more effective and was used for digitization of the BSFC curves.
The software also has other useful tools that confine the automated digitization to select regions
of the plot to avoid over plotting or irrelevant data points. Figure 24, below demonstrates some of
the selection methods.
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Figure 22: Manual Selection Methods
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The resolution of the graphic affects the program detection, designation, and correlation in that
each image pixel represents a numerical value. Higher resolution images will of course have a
greater number of pixels between the same feature points of a lower resolution version of the
image. Higher resolution helps create more distinct boundaries between colors allowing for more
effective designation and higher precision data points. The A-value of the step interval will need
to be adjusted to avoid data bloat since the value is the number of pixels between points of
detection. Higher resolution for same A-value will result in a proportionate increase in data points.
The program used in this project successfully loaded image files up to 500kB with little delay.
This would be the equivalent to a 1080p image on a high definition digital television (the resolution
of most computer monitors) or a crisp full page graph from a text magnified onto a 24" screen.
The magnification tool does allow finer detail to be targeted and file sizes up to 1 MB load but
with significant delay (minutes). Sizes any larger typically do not open so image scanning and
screen capture settings need to be adjusted accordingly. Image compression can successfully raise
the resolution but it is found to not be necessary in most applications this is not necessary. Initial
trial and error testing of the digitization-fitting process is warranted here to help select proper
program settings. Tailoring these "fidelity" adjustments to the resolution and characteristics of the
image ensures a sufficient yet economical amount of designations are made.
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3.1.2 Chebyshev Surface Fitting
The purpose of the digitization is the generation of large meshed arrays of value to fit surface
polynomials to. BSFC diagrams are contour plots much like terrain elevation contours in civil
engineering. An Army Research Laboratory study was made to evaluate two proposed terrain
contour fitting techniques against a linear interpolation process for estimating elevations between
known points. It was concluded that for aggressive terrain contour fitting and/or increased
accuracy in interpolation is required (such as land surveying and orienteering) the cubic spline was
better suited. Computational demand is lower for cubic spline interpolation than it is for Chebyshev
fitting and doesn't suffer from the slow decay of anti-aliasing from distant points with high local
gradients (such as cliffs and canyons). Chebyshev however has the distinct advantage of exactly
fitting available data. So when ample data is available to diminish effects of high curvature, as
long as discontinuous (or near discontinuous) contours aren't present Chebyshev is believed to be
most useful. This assumption can be verified through established success criteria showing
estimations are within allowable limits.
The performance contours of a prime mover only possesses discontinuities at the
boundaries of its operating ranges. Overload, stalls, and major shifts in operating status (STC
transitions) occur at these boundaries and operation in the vicinity of these features is avoided by
doctrinal controls. For this reason the Chebyshev approach was selected to form the basis function
of the surface fits.
The following discussion demonstrates the Chebyshev's advantage over simple
polynomial fitting in how well it processes large amounts of data for robust fittings. Many
examples of Chebyshev fitting applications are available for most computational software
packages. For the BSFC fitting an algorithm coded in Python designed for applying swarm theory
to hydrographic sensing was repurposed and included in Appendix B. Various mathematical
expressions of the Chebyshev polynomial exist. For this study the Chebyshev is defined as
(Hamming, 1986; Press et al, 1994)
Tn(x) = cos(ncos-'x)
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Expansion from of series follows
To(x) = 1
T1 (x) = x

Tu(x) = 2xT_ 1 (x) - Tn- 2 (x) for n > 2
Yielding an exact curve fit function, f(x), of the form

f(x) = [Z =1Ck lTk_1 (x)] -{C1

The Chebyshev coefficients,ck, for polynomial k - 1, follow the form

Ck

n= 1f (Xn)Tk-1 (Xn)

-

Where
N

= number of data points to fit to

f(xn) = data point

From orthogonality, substitute x, with
x = Cos
To get
Ck

2 2:N
Nn=1 [COS

(kN

C

(k-1)(n-

CS

N

These formulations are resident in the Python Standard Library of built-in modules and employed
in the fitting algorithm CHEBYSHEV.py which is repurposed to this study in the BSFCFIT.py
algorithm.
As described above the Chebyshev expansion works very well with large datasets. Due to
the nature of the modeling method, overfitting is not an issue. Normal polynomial fitting
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2
algorithms suffer from overfitting by not achieving sufficient R -values without high order terms.

These higher order terms indicate significant variation in oscillation of the function limiting the
useable precision due to cumulative rounding errors. For this orthogonal polynomials such as
Chebyshev, Hermite, or Lengendre are better suited for surface fitting. Their oscillations are fairly
even and minor in comparison which enables larger datasets to be handled without the
computational demand. Table 3 shows an example curve fitting application (.NET/Visual Studio)
comparing identical linear least squares fit results using an

8 th

degree polynomial and Chebyshev

expansions.
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8

-0.040

-0.476

Table 2: Comparison of Surface Fitting Coefficient Oscillation

The example application failed to calculate beyond

12 th

order polynomials due to round error

(Figure 25). Whereas the Chebyshev expansion calculated all the way to the I 9 th degree (maximum
selectable value).
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The least squares fit could not be calculated. Original error message: The least squares
solution could not be found due to roundoff error.

Figure 23: Round-Off Error Message from

12,h Degree Surface Attempt

The repurposed Python code of BSFCFIT.py plots graphical illustrations of the fitting results as
well as prints the first nine coefficients, Ck, and a gradient vector originating from a specified point.

3.2 Data gathering and Formatting
Data generation can be accomplished in a variety of ways. The format of the research determines
the source of the raw data. The scope of the data necessary for effective modeling involves a very
large variation.
Naturalistic observation does not support modeling of the entire range performance. The
probability distribution of the performance range alone eliminated this method from practicality
(Figure 15). Normal operations of an engine provides almost no data in the boundary regions of
performance. The intended application of the engine constrains the operating parameters to a much
smaller sub-region than the overall range of available performance. Additionally, once the engine
is installed for service, multiple contributors to performance variation become involved and would
need to be compensated for such as operating environment, auxiliary equipment, and many others.
An amalgamation of observations from several installations of the same model is not useful (or
practical) for this reason.
Generally speaking the information needed by the thesis method is obtained through some
sort of analog observation. The actual observation can be physical such as through bench-testing
or in can be simulated using previously obtained data available from a manufacturer. The former
method would be necessary if the subject engine is untested (e.g., prototype, field modified). The
latter suits most early stage powertrain design applications.
In a physical observation output power is obtained through mechanical instrumentation
with a dynamometer attached to the crank shaft. Speed can be taken from the engine's tachometer
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(if installed) or with a separate tachometer at any rotating component geared to the engine rotation.
Gear ratio compensation in the data would be necessary in the latter case.
Physically obtaining the input variable, fuel consumption, can be accomplished a variety
of ways. The slowest and least practical would involve measuring the amount of fuel consumed
over a period of time while the engine the operated at the desired power and speed. Each operating
point would require its own fuel value measurement which takes time through the latter approach.
Instead real time measurement (vice volume calculation) requires advanced instrumentation with
fuel flow measuring equipment. This eliminates the need for laborious manual measurements. In
each case the process would involve manipulating the engine controls and dynamometer
incrementally across the operating range. Fuel flow would be recorded at each point and adjusted
by dividing out the output power to result in a specific fuel consumption (SFC) value.
In the event tabular data isn't available, arbitrary data points can be read from the
performance diagram. Doing this manually invites error by "eyeballing" the values. Even if
sufficient grid intersections exist on the diagram. The modeling algorithm benefits from increased
data. The digital extraction method explained earlier can provide large volumes of relatively
accurate data points along the contour lines BSFC diagram.
This study did not have access to an operational machine to perform these observations on.
Simulated analog observations were taken from available manufacturer data along the contour
lines of the diagram.
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Chapter 4
Presentation and Interpretation of Results
4.1 Digitization of Performance Diagram
Plot digitization of the M71 performance diagram was performed through detection and
designation of the SFC contour lines. The output of the algorithm will then be used in comparison
the
to the output of the second approach described later. After capturing the 300kB image of
performance diagram in Figure 18, (973 x 953 pixels) it was loaded directly into the digitization
useful in
program. Inspection of the diagram revealed many feature points and regions
performance analysis as well as the contour curves of the SFC regions.
The program offers a few different methods to export the binned data points including
direct transfer to separate plotting software. For this process the easiest method was to copy and
and
paste directly to spreadsheet software. Exporting into Excel also enabled data verification
formatting to incorporate with the Python code.
To check algorithm setting to 200 SFC curve of the Zone I STC region was magnified as
shown in Figure 26. In the right plot, target detection regions are identified (yellow highlight).
Notice the reduced width designation in the vicinity of the MCR/DBR curves. Also notice the
interruption in the curve for the "200" data label.
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The Averaging Window detection algorithm was first run with the A-values defaulted to
10. The targeting highlight disappeared revealing the algorithm's results in figure 27. By
inspection can be seen increasing the A-values in warranted. Doubling the A-value produced the
results on the right.
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Manual manipulation of the data points was made to eliminate and adjust as necessary to
follow the curve. Additional data points could be created to cover the interrupted portion but since
it is in a fairly straight region of the curve, it wasn't necessary. Figure 28 shows the processed data
points ready for extraction. Notice the adjustments in the magnification window.
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Figure 26: Manual Manipulation of Data Points
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Selecting "View Data" presents the extracted data point values. Initially the data is
generated and records in the sequence of the designation algorithm. By inspection the raw data can
be seen to progress in ascending x-values. For single variable function plots, this is acceptable.
BSFC contour curves, however, are a multi-variable function plotted in 2D. It is common for
multiple y-values (kW) to exist for a given x-value (RPM). This is due to the fact that the range of
SFC values often exhibit local maxima and minima within the 2D domain of engine operations.
The data set is copied to Excel and a quick verification was made to ensure it was
representative. The data in the left scatterplot in figure 29 is plotted as it was recorded. Resorting
the data using a nearest neighbor progression creates the appropriate curve on the right. The plot
is made with curve smoothing turned off to help identify any areas they may need additional
attention (seen as sharp discontinuities). In this situation the plot is acceptable. Notice how the
data label interruption from the original dataset had minimal impact and can be disregarded in this
situation. Performance diagram discontinuities are understandably located in regions of stable
curvature as a matter of practice.
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Figure 27: Scatterplot Curves of Raw (left) and Nearest Neighbor (right) Data Points

The remainder of the diagram SFC curves and features are digitized as above and combined
into a common plot to confirm relative accuracy of the extracted data. Using the program dataset
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management function, each category of features was instantiated as a dataset to bin the digitized
data points. In total 17 SFC contour datasets were digitized. To this diagram feature lines and
curves were included to capture the three sequential turbocharging region boundaries, MCR/DBR
curves, and the range of performance boundaries. Side by side comparison in Figure 30 of the
vendor performance diagram and the plotted data extraction verifies the data orientation is proper
and ready for surface polynomial fitting. The plot on the left is the published vendor diagram. The
plot on the right is directly plotted from the data extracted through digitization. They are nearly
identical and indicates the data extracted through digitization is accurate and appropriate for use
in curve fitting. Color coding of the different operating contours is added for SFC differentiation.
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Figure 28: Comparison of Manufacturer P~ -rformance Diagram (left) to Extracted Data Sets (right)

As discussed in the procedure above, verification and adjustment was necessary to ensure
designated data points were accurate and complete. Data points were removed, added, or shifted
as necessary until the data points visually followed the contour. The M71 performance diagram
used was complicated by the rasterized black and white graphics and accompanying gridlines.
Other vendor diagrams are sometime presented with colored contour lines or stratification which
can produce better results with the correlation algorithm since target pixel color can be selected.
The data sets obtained through this digitization were next passed through the surface fitting
Python application.
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4.2 Fitting Data with Chebyshev Expansion
The digitized SFC curves were accepted by the Python algorithm. The resulting contour line plot
values of
is shown in Figure 31. Comparison with Figure 30 verifies the application received the
the data mesh in proper orientation.
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Figure 291: BSFC Contour Data Set Plot

Setting the surface fitting algorithm to a

9 th

degree expansion, a heat map was produced with the

outside the
STC boundaries identified. These boundaries were used to mask of surface values
map of the
subject are where the Chebyshev Expansion begins to oscillate. Figure 32 shows a heat
were set.
data mesh was developed to which the boundaries of the sequential turbocharging region
The modeled surface of one region was overlaid to a 3D scatterplot in Figure 33 for comparison.
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A combined surface plot of the three STC regions in Figure 34 illustrates the aggressive
change in the lower RPM regions. This makes sense since the power level is a the shaft torque
applied times the rotational speed.
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Figure 32: Chebyshev Surface Polynomials of each STC Region

The fitting application then determines the gradient flow across the surfaces. A 2D plot of the flow

field overlaid to the contours is shown in Figure 35.
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The directionality and magnitude of the flow it illustrates how the operating region of the
M71 engine achieves its best fuel performance for a given power output at slower speeds. Looking
at the field from viewpoint of best fuel performance for a given speed the engine generally favors
higher power levels. An exception to this is in the middle region (STC III) here the contour lines
orient more along the abscissa than the ordinate axes. The reason is not immediately apparent but
it can be assumed the manner in which turbo charging occurs is different from the other regions
(STC II and IV). An additional observation can be made from the flow field. The upper quadrants
of STC II and IV both show the engine is operating at or near its best fuel performance. If STC III
were to be operated at lower RPM for a given power fuel performance would improve. Likewise,
in the 900 RPM band of operation better fuel performance could be achieved at higher power
outputs. The latter, however, is not feasible as it would exceed maximum continuous rating of the
engine at that speed.
A variation of this method can be used for evaluation and validation of the models
performance. It involves randomization of the data population through generation of a 2D
scatterplot of completely random values. The data points are formatted to pin point width and a
distinct color is selected. The pixel sized data point image (with transparent background) is
overlaid and merged with the BSFC diagram and process with the digitization software. The
demanding part of this method is binning the data points to their respective SFC data set. The
actual value of bins' SFC is not incorporated into the data set. Instead the data set (now a 2 by
"many" array) is pass through the fitting model. The current version of the model requires manual
input of the power and speed values into the code but can be revised to import the randomized 2D
data bins. Through error analysis of the model's output values accuracy of the model can be
evaluated.
The contour lines of manufacturer performance diagrams have a level of precision equal to
the separation between each pair of lines and the value of the specific line. The precision ranges
from 2.2% to 4.3% for most of the operating region of the diagram. Along the low RPM periphery,
the level of precision increases to as much as 16.7%.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1 Conclusions
A new approach to modeling prime mover standalone performance has been described. Using
Chebyshev expansions surface fitting of an engine's brake specific fuel consumption can be
modeled with exceptional accuracy. Performance of the model's estimations was verified against
the actual manufacturer performance diagram. The Chebyshev expansion surface fit model
achieved full range accuracy of fuel consumption predictions across the engine's entire operating
domain.
Tabulated performance data obtained through the manipulation of variables of a physical
plant can be directly inputted to the surface fitting application for immediate model generation.
The validated model allows research efforts to bypass physical experimentation with an actual
machine when manufacturer data is available such as with a parameter datasheet or performance
diagram. A mesh of tabulated data sheet values is just as functional with the fitting application as
is a mesh obtained through analog observation.
For manufacturer data presented as a performance diagram in lieu of discrete data values,
population of the data mesh can be extracted through digitization of the diagram. This project
included a method of generating this data mesh through a representative open source application.
The feature points of the performance diagram are rendered through digital extraction into a series
of datasets. These datasets can be then be taken as a single mesh and have a surface fitting
performed to develop a representative model of the engines performance data.
Using a generated data mesh, a prime mover's brake specific fuel consumption
performance diagram was modelled as a 2DOF fuel map vice a traditional 1DOF SFC curve.
Future analysis of powertrain concepts where the prime mover and functional load are
mechanically decoupled requires 2DOF prime mover modelling as a basic building block. This
specifically facilitates evaluation of novel VFD concepts (e.g., doubly fed electric machines)
applied to marine power and propulsion designs. Existing methods and tools for BSFC analysis
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involve complex, costly industry software with shallow learning curves requiring experienced
operators. This impedes usability of the limited access software which naturally creates obstacles
research.
The minimal computational demand and high ease of use of this study's method is highly
employable and reliably accurate.

5.2 Recommendations for Future Work
Many potential improvements to the fitting application can be made to tailor it to different
applications. Vertical evolution of the model's utility can be achieved through incorporation of the
coded model into a larger construct computationally representative of an entire power train.
Horizontally the model's value can be applied to other forms of prime movers such as
electrical motor driven systems. All that is needed is the sufficient measurement of the relevant
input (e.g., supplied electrical power) in relation to the output power and speed.
In fact virtually any energy conversion process can be modelled using derivatives of the
expounded method of this project. Adequate understanding of the process's theory is a prerequisite of course. The model's application, as presented, is coded for 2DOF surface fitting. It is
possible that revision of the code reproduced in Appendix B could enable higher order functional
relations to be modelled. This can be especially useful in dimensional analysis and multidimensional non-linear regression used in signals processing.
Returning to the original genesis of this project, the brief narrative of shipboard systems
serves to inspire and enhance research of supportive technologies by those not necessarily versed
in marine engineering and ship design. The method herein serves as a pre-requisite building block
for horizontal transfer of DFEM technology between the fields of wind power generation and
marine power and propulsion. Further research into the field of DFEM concepts will yield greater
maturity in the body of knowledge as it applies to naval engineering applications. This goal should
be considered as threshold that must be achieved in order to bring to light sufficient motivation for
deliberate and diverse investment by the naval enterprise at large.
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Appendix A
Naval Enterprise Vulnerability to Energy
Insecurity as it Relates to Gas Turbine Power
and Propulsion
Innovative and responsible asset acquisition and management serves as a clear discriminator to
determine an enterprise's performance. As is the case with most enterprises, overall performance
is tied to the composite portfolio of its assets. A diversified portfolio is key to risk mitigation.
However when the portfolio contains common denominators such as shared funding or universal
commodity dependence. Asset acquisition and life cycle management are key examples of where
an enterprise can experience an Achilles heel of sorts. For the enterprise to be considered effective
and relevant at whatever corporate purpose it serves, it needs to possess a set of Required
Operational Capabilities (ROC) with sufficient capacity and readiness. Consider, for the moment,
this ROC as a measure of the enterprise's survivability. If an aspect of the organization were
somehow tied to an economic sector, it would be considered a susceptibility. A vulnerability would
then occur if, in the event of a down-turn in the sector, the organization were to be unavoidably
and negatively affected such that it would change its operations. Sustaining operational
effectiveness following the negative effect would reflect the organization's recoverability and
ultimately determine the survivability of its current form.
For the past four decades, the US Navy has struggled with a self-inflicted vulnerability to
fossil fuel requirements. Naval forces are particularly susceptible to issues of fueling its
conventional platforms. Fossil fuel price volatility naturally follows supply instability. For the
Navy though, a second-order effect occurs. This same instability routinely coincides with radical
changes in strategic posture and operational tactics greatly altering the Navy's demand and
operational economics it comes from.
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The Nuclear Age that instigated the Cold War saw the Navy reducing its susceptibility to
these demands as many of the most critical and persistently deployed platforms (e.g., aircraft
carriers and submarines) transitioned to nuclear power and propulsion. The significant jump in
capabilities these US platforms experienced led to maritime arms race that greatly expanded the
global threat environment by way of adversarial counter-measures (larger and more powerful fleet
forces). Of course the US counter-counter-measure was a similar escalation in its own fleet
capabilities. Faster ships with longer legs (and more of them) were needed to protect the nuclear
powered capital ships. The 15 conventional and nuclear powered Cold War-era Carrier Battle
Groups (CVBG) routinely deployed globally with 10 ships providing escort and protection to the
capital ship. In the event of high-threat contingencies that compliment size increased in number.
To adapt the US Navy began to recapitalize its fleet of surface combatants with this in
mind. 13 nuclear powered surface combatants were originally planned to support the carrier escort
duties. At the same time a veritable armada of 81 planned Spruance-class destroyers and Oliver
Hazard Perry-class frigates were procured to meet the multi-mission roles filled by the rapidly
decommissioning assets left over from World War II. Focusing more on anti-submarine (ASW),
presence, protection of shipping (POS), and surface action duties these latter two classes would be
a major evolution in US Navy surface ship capabilities.
World navies had already began to transition from steam turbine to gas turbine propulsion
in the 60's in pursuit of higher speeds, longer endurance, smaller crews, and reduced maintenance.
The technology had begun to achieve maturity by the time the first gas turbine powered hulls were
delivered. The entire recapitalization of destroyers and frigates were built on a common gas turbine
architecture known as combined-gas turbine AND gas turbine (COGAG) plant. Two aircraft
engine derived General Electric LM2500 gas turbine engines would be combined through a
reduction gear to provide 30 MW of shaft power to a five-bladed controllable pitch propeller
(CPP). Built in single shaft (frigates) and twin shaft (destroyers and cruisers) configurations this
design and would eventually power 166 (built or authorized) hulls with little change beyond an
up-rating for the Arleigh Burke-class powertrain (40 MW each shaft). The electrical plants of the
destroyers and cruisers were similarly powered by a common architecture with three Allison 501K17 gas turbine driven ship's service generators (GTG) providing 2.5 MWe each. The Arleigh
Burke-class received slightly higher rated (3.0 MWe) K34 GTG's. The high-power density plants
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would be critical to supporting the advanced capabilities that would be added to the fleet over the
next several classes.
The life-cycle costs (LCC) of the Navy's asset portfolio (as with any enterprise) assets are
inherently susceptible to the volatility of the commodities they consume as a matter of course. In
this case those commodities are fossil fuel and manpower (both in crew make-up and off ship
support). One of the motivators in transitioning to the highly automated and mature gas turbine
plant architecture was the reduction in required manning for operation and maintenance. Steam
powered WWII and Cold War destroyers nominally had 55 personnel in the propulsion division
to maintain and operate the boilers, steam turbines, and related equipment. The LM2500 plants on
the destroyers and cruisers required 26 personnel to provide relatively the same power to the ship's
twin propellers. The improvement was critical to compensate for the increased crew requirements
associated with the higher capability combat systems. The improvement in plant volume and
weight was likewise critical to the hull accommodating the increased weight of the combat systems
and the fuel necessary to achieve longer ranges. Longer ranges equated to increased utility and
decreased underway logistic support. These improvements could enable a reduction in the number
of combatant and auxiliary support hulls for the same fleet capability since time on station and
power projection could be extended. Periods of non-availability due to overhaul and repair would
also be reduced due to the compact modular nature of GT plants and the maturity of the depot level
support structure provided by the aircraft industry. On the whole, the Navy's transition to gas
turbine propulsion made significant strides to revolutionize the capabilities of the fleet.
The capabilities, however, came with an underlying risk not yet realized. As soon as the
Navy became fully invested in its universal employment of these LM2500 COGAG plants, the
susceptibility to fuel price volatility materialized. The plants were designed to support long range,
deep water operations against a super power adversary, the USSR. Design and procurement to this
threat began during the onset of the World Oil Crisis of 1973. The precipitating oil embargo that
would ultimately change the nature of global politics wasn't fully appreciated by defense
leadership. The 400% price increase in world crude would not be enough to reveal the
susceptibility of the gas turbine fleet under procurement. The would not happen until the Iranian
Revolution triggered the second oil crisis in 1979 cutting driving up prices more than 12 times the
amount they were when the gas turbine plants were designed. The combination of the subsequent
Iran-Iraq War led to a 15% drop in global production and wide spread energy sector volatility.
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Meanwhile, the insecurity in the Middle East and Cold War escalation resulted in maritime security
postures ramping up significantly increasing demand. Ironically, the increase in demand coincided
with a renewed national resolve to maintaining the country's posture against these increasing
threats. As a final wave of early Cold War surface combatants initiated another recapitalization,
designs for the most powerful and versatile surface combatant were made and realized with the
acquisition of the Arleigh Burke-class destroyer. This platform would be integrate all of the
greatest capability improvements of the previous classes and maintain its status as arguably the
most powerful non-nuclear powered surface ship in operation in the world to this day. The national
commitment to maintain this posture, however, would fall off sharply shortly after the
recapitalization was at its peak.
The end of the Cold War resulted in significant defense cutbacks just as hard-worked fleet
was showing the effects of sustained operations. Increased fleet maintenance became and reduced
defensive postures saw a large drawdown in military strength. The Navy began its cut backs with
end strength reductions and decommissioning of the older fleet assets - virtually all with fossil
fueled steam powered plants. The ensuing global power vacuum from the end of the Cold War
propagated throughout the superpower proxy regions instigating numerous regional crises. The
US was soon drawn into a number of these crises with most involving some level of maritime
presence further taxing an already under-maintained fleet. In spite of the mass reduction in naval
assets and manpower, the line item categories that comprise operating and support (O&S) budget
were in strong competition with each other. The manpower draw-down met its target through
elimination of many non-skilled billets. The bullish economy of the 90's created a strong pull for
the more skilled trades. This combination created end strength and critical skill challenges
addressed mostly with increase financial incentive. Significant increases in military pay and
special incentive bonuses were approved to attempt to address the so-called military-civilian pay
gap and attract/retain talent. Bottom line funding was further burdened by a more than doubling of
Veteran's Benefits funding.

Even though each of these expenses are drawn from different

budgetary line items, it's a natural to conclude they aren't exactly independent in terms of overall
Congressional support. Ultimately maintenance funding would be compromised throughout most
of the 1990's and 2000's. This backlog directly correlated with operational readiness and thereby
the relative effectiveness of the overall naval enterprise.
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Appendix B
Chebyshev Surface Fitting and BSFC Modeling
Please Note: The work described within this appendix is attributed to Brandon Zoss
,i,
@author: Brandon Zoss
2015-2016
MIT
ti,
from numpy import zeros, ones, array, average, dot, size
from numpy import cumsum, zeroslike, sin, cos, pi, mgrid
from numpy import meshgrid, sqrt, ndarray, linspace
from numpy.linalg import solve, inv
from numpy import sum as _sum
from scipy.optimize import leastsq
from scipy.integrate import trapz
from inspect import isfunction as isfun

If

iI

fi l

II

il

IIIi

.!!..!!!!!!.!!!!!!!!!!!.!.!!!.!!!!!!!!!!!.!!..!!.!.!!!

Do not forget to pass kwargs when using this Chebyshev

def _norm(x, a=-1, b=1):
Normalizes scalar or array on an interval
<-1, 1> for use in Chebyshev evaluations
Inputs: x, a, b
x: parameter value within interval
a: minimum on interval
b: maximum on interval
Returns: x normalized on interval <-1, 1>
x = x if isinstance(x, ndarray) else array(x, dtype=float)
if a == -1 and b== 1:
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return x
x /= (b-a)/2
x -= (b+a)/(b-a)

return x

def _zeros(N, a=-1, b=1):
Evaluate Chebyshev Roots for polynomial of
size N.
Inputs: N, a, b
N is length of roots array
a is minimum of evaluated interval
b is maximum of evaluated interval
111111

k = mgrid[1:N+1:1]
theta = pi*(k-(1/2))/N
x_k = cos(theta)

if a !-1.0 or b != 1.0:
x_k *= 0.5*(b-a)
x_k += 0.5*(b+a)
return x_k

def _weight(x):
Evaluate the Chebyshev weight function
as required for solving the inner product
based on the orthogonality property
return I/sqrt(1-x**2)

def _poly(N, xi):
Evaluates Chebyshev Polynomial of order N
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Inputs: N, xi
N: Order of Chebyshev Polynomial
xi: Evaluated location
Output: Tn
Tn: Chebyshev Polynomial
Tn = zeros(N)
for n in range(N):
if n == 0:
Tn[n] = I
elif n == 1:
Tn[n] = xi
else:

Tn[n] = 2*xi*Tn[n-1] - Tn[n-2]
return Tn

def fit _d(fn, N, **kwargs):
fit_ d exploits Chebyshev Discrete Orthogonality
in order to rapidly fit Chebyshev coefficients
to any 1 d function
a11=e

a = kwargs.get('ax',-1)

b = kwargs.get('bx', 1)
x-k = _zeros(N, a=a, b=b)
x_z = _zeros(N)
fvals = fn(x-k) if inspect.isfunction(fn) else fn
Tn = _polyarray(N, xz)

c = dot(inv(Tn.T), fvals)
return c

def fitIdIP(fn, N, **kwargs):
Using Orthogonal properties, this function
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calculates the inner product of the target
function against the Chebyshev polynomials
in order to return the coefficients which
represent the best fit ID series.
c = int_[fn(x)*Tn(x)]
Currently has poor results, due to weight
function being undefined at -1 and 1. Use
LSq_L d for similar speed and good results.
** Y*
ax = kwargs.get('ax', -1)
bx = kwargs.get('bx', 1)
x_num

= 50 if isfun(fn) else len(fn)

x = linspace(ax, bx, num=x num)
x = _norm(x, a=ax, b=bx)

fvals = fn(x) if isfun(fn) else fn
T

_polyarray(N, x)

c = trapz(T*fvals/_weight(x), x, axis=I)
kw = {'ax':ax, 'bx':bx}
return c, kw

def fit 2dIP(fn, shp, **kwargs):
Using Orthonormal properties, this function
calculates the inner product of the target
function against the Hermite Functions in
order to return the coefficients which
represent the best fit 2D series.
c = int_[fn(x,y)*Ym(x)*Yn(y)dxdy]
Currently has poor results, due to weight
function being undefined at -1 and 1. Use
LSq_2d for similar speed and good results.
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*

*o

M,N = shp

ax = kwargs.get('ax', -1.)
bx = kwargs.get('bx', 1.)
ay = kwargs.get('ay', -1.)
by = kwargs.get('by', 1.)
isfn = isfun(fn)

x num = 50 if isfn else fn.shape[0]
ynum = 50 if isfn else fn.shape[1]
x = linspace(ax, bx, num=x num)
y = linspace(ay, by, num=ynum)
xx, yy = meshgrid(x, y)
shp = xx.shape

fvals = fn(xx,yy) if isfn else fn
fvals = fvals.flatten()
xx = xx.flatten()
yy = yy.flatten()

Tx = _polyarray(M, xx)
Ty = _polyarray(N, yy)
wx = _weight(xx)

wy = _weight(yy)
c = Tx[:,None]*Ty*(fvals/(wx*wy))
c = c.reshape(M,N,*shp)

c = trapz(trapz(c, x, axis=2), y, axis=2)
kw = {'ax':ax,'bx':bx,
'ay':ay,'by':by}
return c, kw

def eval_ld(x, c, **kwargs):
111111~
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Evaluate I -D Chebyshev series based on coefficient
C on linspace x
Inputs: x, c
Outputs: evaluated value on x
kwargs: ax, bx
a: minimum on interval
b: maximum on interval
x =1a

x

x = array(x, dtype=float)
c = array(c, dtype~float)
f = array(zeroslike(x), ndmin=O)
ax = kwargs.get('ax',-1)
bx = kwargs.get('bx', 1)
x = _norm(x, a=ax, b=bx)
N = c.size

f = zeroslike(x)
Tn = _polyarray(N, x)
if N == 1: return c*Tn
f = dot(c, Tn)

return f

def eval_2d(x, y, c-mn, **kwargs):
Evaluate 2-D Chebyshev series based on
coefficient Cmn on linspace x and y
Inputs: x, y, c_mn
Outputs: evaluated value on grid x, y
kwargs: ax, bx, ay, by
a: minimum on interval
b: maximum on interval
x = array(x, dtype=float)
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y = array(y, dtype=float)
c_mn = array(cmn, dtype=float)
shp = x.shape

x = x.flatten()
y = y.flatteno
ax = kwargs.get('ax',-1)
bx = kwargs.get(bx', 1)
ay = kwargs.get('ay',-l)
by = kwargs.get('by', 1)

x = _norm(x, a=ax, b=bx)
y = _norm(y, a=ay, b=by)

M,N = c_mn.shape
Tm = polyarray(M, x)
Tn = polyarray(N, y)

f = dot(c imn, Tn)*Tm
f = _sum(f, axis=O)

return f.reshape(shp)

def _polyarray(N, xi):
MUCH FASTER than poly due to use of arrays
Evaluates Chebyshev Polynomial of order N
Inputs: N, xi
N: Order of Chebyshev Polynomial
xi: Evaluated location
Output: Tn
Tn: Chebyshev Polynomial
xi = xi if isinstance(xi,ndarray) else array(xi,dtype=float)
if N == 1:

return ones(len(xi))
Tn = zeros((N,len(xi)))
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Tn[O] = ones(len(xi))

Tn[1] = xi
if N == 2:
return Tn
for n in range(2, N):

Tn[n] - 2*xi*Tn[n-1] - Tn[n-2]
return Tn

def eval_2darray(x, y, c-mn, **kwargs):
MUCH FASTER than eval_2darray due to use of arrays
Evaluate 2-D Chebyshev series based on coefficient
C_mn on linspace x and y
Inputs: x, y, c-mn
Outputs: evaluated value on grid x, y
kwargs: ax, bx, ay, by
a: minimum on interval
b: maximum on interval
xay
dp
a

x = array(x, dtype=float)

y = array(y, dtype~float)
shp = x.shape
x = x.flatten()
y = y.flatteno
c_mn = array(c_mn, dtype=float)
ax = kwargs.get('ax',-1)
bx = kwargs.get('bx', 1)
ay = kwargs.get('ay',-1)

by = kwargs.get('by', 1)
x = _norm(x, a=ax, b=bx)
y = _norm(y, a=ay, b=by)
M,N = cmn.shape
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Tm = _polyarray(M, x)
Tn = _polyarray(N, y)
f = dot(c imn, Tn)*Tm
f = _sum(f, axis=O)

return f.reshape(shp)

def _der(c):
Evaluate Chebyshev derivative based solely on
coefficients of Chebyshev Polynomials
Inputs: C_n
Outputs: C-n_dx
c = c if isinstance(c, ndarray) else array(c, dtype=float)
der = zeros_like(c)
N = c.size

if N == 1:
return [0.0]
der[N-1]= 0.0
der[N-2] = 2.0*(N-1)*c[N-1]
if N

=-2:

return der
for n in range(N-3, -1, -1):
der[n] = der[n+2] + 2*(n+1)*c[n+1]

return der

def _int(c):
Evaluate Chebyshev integral based solely on
coefficients of Chebyshev Polynomials
Inputs: C_n
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Outputs: C-n_dx
chbint = zeroslike(c)
N = size(c)
int_const = 0

fact = I
for n in range(I, N, 1):
if n == N-1:
chb int[n] = (1/2)*c[n-1]/[n]

else:
chb-int[n] = (1/2)*(c[n-1]

-

c[n+1])/n

int_const += fact*chbint[n]
fact = -fact
chbint[0] = int_const

return chbint

def grad(x, y, cmn, **kwargs):
Evaluates the Gradient of a Chebyshev series based
on Chebyshev Polynomial Derivatives on grid x, y
Inputs: x, y, C_mn
Output: u, v
M,N = cmn.shape

c_dx = zeroslike(c mn)
c_dy = zeroslike(c mn)
for i in range(N):
cdx[:,i] = _der(cmn[:,i])
for i in range(M):
c_dy[i,:] = _der(cmn[i,:])
u = eval_2d_array(x, y, cdx, **kwargs)
v = eval_2darray(x, y, cdy, **kwargs)
return u, v
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def LSq_d(dat, shp, **kwargs):
Least Squares fit for ID data in the form of
A * x_ = b
solving for A (Cmn), for known Tn and Data
Cmn * Tn = Data

b = dat if isinstance(dat,ndarray) else array(dat,dtype=float)
xi = kwargs.get('xi')
ax = kwargs.get('ax',-1)
bx = kwargs.get('bx', 1)

xn = norm(xi, a=ax, b=bx)
A = polyarray(shp, xn).T
RHS = A.T.dot(b)

return RHS.dot(inv(A.T.dot(A)))

def LSq_2d(dat, shp, **kwargs):
1111ft

Least Squares fit for 1 D data in the form of
A * x_ = b
solving for A (Cmn), for known Tn and Data
Cmn * Tn = Data

b = dat if isinstance(dat,ndarray) else array(dat,dtype=float)
M,N = shp

xi = array(kwargs.get('xi'), dtype=float)
yi = array(kwargs.get('yi'), dtype=float)
ax = kwargs.get('ax',
bx = kwargs.get('bx',
ay = kwargs.get('ay',
by = kwargs.get('by',

-1.)
1.)
-1.)
1.)

xn = _norm(xi, a=ax, b=bx)
yn = _norm(yi, a=ay, b=by)
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Tm = polyarray(M, xn.flatteno)
Tn = _poly_ array(N, yn.flatteno)

A = (Tm[ :,None]*Tn).T.reshape(Tn.T.shape[0], M*N)
RHS = A.T.dot(b.flatteno)

return RHS.dot(inv(A.T.dot(A))).reshape(shp).T
def LSqfit_2d(data, cmn, **kwargs):
Performs a Least Squares method of fitting known temperatures to a
Chebyshev model of the estimated scalar field
Input: Raw Data, Cmn - guess

Output: T-cheby
T_cheby: Least Squares fit of Chebyshev temperature field
M,N= c_mn.shape
xi, yi = kwargs.pop('xi'), kwargs.pop('yi')
err = lambda c: data - eval_2darray(xi,yic.reshape(M,N),**kwargs)

fit_c_mn, success = leastsq(err, cmn.flatteno)
return fit_c_mn.reshape(M,N)
*

from numpy import
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from mpltoolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D
import Chebyshev as cheb
fig = plt.figureo

ax3d = fig.add subplot( 111, projection='3d')
with open(datam.txt', 'r') as f:
data = f.reado
data = data.split('\n')

data.pop(O)
data.popo
RPM, kW, SFC, STC
for line in data:

=

[], [], [], []
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_rpm, _kw, _sfc, _stc = line.split('\t')
RPM.append(float(_rpm))
kW.append(float(_kw))
SFC.append(float(_sfc))
STC.append(float(_stc))
ax3d.scatter(RPM, kW, SFC, c=SFC, lw=0, cmap='coolwarm')
ax3d.set(* * {'xlabel':'RPM', 'ylabel':'kW', 'zlabel':'SFC'})
slopeI = (6200. - 2800.)/(900. - 560)

@vectorize
def I(x):
return slopeI*x - 2750.
slopeII = (3445. - 4275.)/(1080. - 875.)

@vectorize
def II(x):
return slopeII*x + 7825.
slope III = (5990. - 6550.)/(1135. - 1010.)

@vectorize
def III(x):
return slopeIII*x + 11100.
_I = [[rp,k,sf] for rp, k, sf in zip(RPM, kW, SFC) if k < II(rp)]
_I = array(_II, dtype=float).T
RPM II, kWII, SFC_11 = II
III = [[rp,k,sf] for rp, k, sf in zip(RPM, kW, SFC) if II(rp) <= k < III(rp)]
III = array(_III, dtype=float).T
RPM_III, kW_III, SFC_III = 111
_IV = [[rp,k,sf] for rp, k, sf in zip(RPM, kW, SFC) if III(rp) <= k]
_IV = array(_IV, dtype=float).T
RPMIV, kWIV, SFCIV = _IV
fig, ax2d = plt.subplotso
ax2d.scatter(RPM_11, kW_II, c='r', lw=0, cmap='coolwarm')
ax2d.scatter(RPM_III, kW_III, c='b', lw=0, cmap='coolwarm')
ax2d.scatter(RPMIV, kW_IV, c='g', lw=0, cmap='coolwarm')
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ax2d.set(* * {'xlabel':'RPM', 'ylabel':'kW'})
ax2d.grid(True)
SFC = array(SFC, dtype=float)

plt.figureo
plt.scatter(RPM, kW, c=SFC, lw=O, cmap='coolwarm')
plt.plot(RPM, I(RPM), RPM, II(RPM), RPM, III(RPM))
xs = linspace(RPMII.mino, RPM_1I.maxo)
ys = linspace(kW II.mino, kW_II.maxo)
xx, yy = meshgrid(xs, ys)
shp

grid

=

(4,4)

3

cwargsII = {'xi':RPM_II, 'yi':kWII,
'ax':RPMII.minO, 'bx':RPMII.maxO,
'ay':kW_II.mino, 'by':kWII.maxo}
fit_c_II = cheb.LSq_2d(SFC_II, shp, **cwargsII)
fit = cheb.eval_2d array(xx, yy, fit-c_II, **cwargsII)
u, v = cheb.grad(xx, yy, fit_c_II, **cwargs II)
u[where(yy > I(xx))] = None
v[where(yy > I(xx))]= None
u[where(yy > II(xx))] = None
v[where(yy > II(xx))]= None
fit[where(yy > I(xx))] = None
fit[where(yy > II(xx))] = None
cont-kw = {'cmap':'coolwarm', 'zorder':O,
'vmin':SFC.mino, 'vmax':SFC.maxo}
plt.contour(xx,yy,fit,25,**cont kw)
ax3d.plotsurface(xx, yy, fit, rstride=grid, cstride=grid, lw=O, **cont-kw)
CS = ax2d.contour(xx, yy, fit, 20, **cont kw)
plt.clabel(CS, inline=1, fontsize=10)
cwargsIII = {'xi':RPM_III, 'yi':kW_III,
'ax':RPM_III.minO, 'bx':RPMIII.maxo,
'ay':kWIII.mino, 'by':kWIII.maxo}
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fit_c_III = cheb.LSq_2d(SFCIII, shp, **cwargsIII)
xs = linspace(RPMIII.mino, RPMII.maxo)
ys = linspace(kWIII.mino, kWIII.maxo)
xx, yy = meshgrid(xs, ys)
fit = cheb.eval_2d array(xx, yy, fit_cIII, **cwargsIII)
u, v = cheb.grad(xx, yy, fit_cIII, **cwargsIII)
u[where(yy > I(xx))] = None
v[where(yy > I(xx))] = None
u[where(yy <= II(xx))] = None
v[where(yy <= II(xx))] = None
u[where(yy > III(xx))] = None
v[where(yy > III(xx))] = None
fit[where(yy > I(xx))] = None
fit[where(yy <= II(xx))]= None

fit[where(yy > III(xx))]= None
plt.contour(xx,yy,fit,50,**cont kw)
ax3d.plot surface(xx, yy, fit, rstride=grid, cstride=grid, lw=O, **cont-kw)
CS = ax2d.contour(xx, yy, fit, 20, **cont-kw)
plt.clabel(CS, inline=1, fontsize=10)
cwargsIV = {'xi':RPMIV, 'yi':kW_IV,
'ax':RPMIV.mino, 'bx':RPMIV.maxo,
'ay':kWIV.minO, 'by':kWIV.maxo}
fit_c_IV = cheb.LSq_2d(SFCIV, shp, **cwargsIV)
xs = linspace(RPMIV.mino, RPM_IV.maxO)
ys = linspace(kW_IV.mino, kWIV.maxo)
xx, yy = meshgrid(xs, ys)
fit = cheb.eval_2d-array(xx, yy, fit-c_IV, **cwargsIV)
u, v = cheb.grad(xx, yy, fit_c_IV, **cwargsIV)
u[where(yy > I(xx))] = None
v[where(yy > I(xx))] = None
u[where(yy <= III(xx))] = None
v[where(yy <= III(xx))] = None
fit[where(yy > I(xx))] = None
fit[where(yy <= III(xx))] = None

plt.contour(xx,yy,fit,50,**cont kw)
ax3d.plot-surface(xx, yy, fit, rstride=grid, cstride=grid, lw=0, **cont-kw)
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CS = ax2d.contour(xx, yy, fit, 20, **cont-kw)
plt.clabel(CS, inline=1, fontsize=10)
def get SFC(rpm, kw):
if kw > I(rpm):
print('No data for location')
return None
if rpm> 1150:
print('No data for location')
return None
if kw <= II(rpm):

return cheb.eval_2darray(rpm, kw, fit_c_II, **cwargsII)
elif II(rpm) < kw <= III(rpm):

return cheb.eval_2d_array(rpm, kw, fit_cIII, **cwargsIII)
elif III(rpm) < kw:
return cheb.eval_2d_array(rpm, kw, fit_cIV, **cwargsIV)

def getSFCgrad(rpm, kw):
if kw > I(rpm):
print('No data for location')
return None, None
if rpm> 1150:
print('No data for location')
return None, None
if kw <= II(rpm):

return cheb.grad(rpm, kw, fit_c_II, **cwargsII)
elif II(rpm) < kw <= I1I(rpm):

return cheb.grad(rpm, kw, fit_c_III, **cwargsIII)
elif III(rpm) < kw:
return cheb.grad(rpm, kw, fit_cIV, **cwargsIV)
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xs,

ys

=

[1150], [650]

while True:
u,v = getSFCgrad(xs[-I], ys[-1])
if u is None: break
xs.append(xs[-1 ]-u/1 00.)
ys.append(ys[-1 ]-v/1 00.)
plt.plot(xs,ys,

'--',

lw=2)

plt.axis('equal')
plt.show()
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